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FOREWORD 
These notes have been prepared for a ser ies  of lectures on 
sedi.ment transportation and channel stability given by the authors 
to a group of engineers and geologists of the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture assembled at Caltech on September 12 -1 6,1960. The 
material herein is not intended to serve a s  a complete textbook, 
because it covers only subjects of the one-week sequence of lectures 
Due to limitation of space and time, coverage of many subjects is 
brief and others a r e  omitted altogether. At the end of each chapter 
the reader will find a selected l is t  of references for more detailed 
study. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A = area  of channel c ros s  section 
a = length of longest axis of a particle 
b = length of intermediate axis of a particle 
b = width of channel 
C = Chezy coefficient 
c = length of shortest of the three mutually perpendicular axes 
of a particle 
c = celerity of gravity wave 
c = concentration of suspended sediment at distance y up from bed 
c = concentration of suspended sediment at some reference 
a level y = a 
c. = concentration of grains with settling velocity HTi 
1 
- 
c = mean sediment discharge conc4entration in percent by weight 
c = sediment discharge concentration in weight per unit volume 
m 
C = bed material  load concentration in ppm 
Cc = bed material load concentration in ppm at  critical velocity 
d = water depth or mean flow depth 
D = pipe diameter 
D = mean sediment size 
D - geometric mean sieve diameter @r 
dc = critical depth of flow 
ds = particle diameter 
dm = mean size of sediment, eq. 6. 1 a 
dsi = mean size of a size fraction of the bed sediment 
d9 0 = size of sediment in bed for  which 90% by weighit i s  finer 
e 
- 
D = relative roughness of boundary 
F = Froudenumber 
F = dimensionless quantity given by eq. 6 . 5 ~  
f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 
f b  = bed friction factor 
Fb = v2/d = bed factor 
F = v5/d = side factor 
s 
Fbo = bed factor for  cases  of small  bed load material discharge 
g = acceleration of gravity 
g s = sediment discharge in lbs per  second per  ft  of channel width 
hf = head loss  between two sections 
total head 
specific energy-head 
von Karman constant 0 .4  for  c lear  water 
suspended load eq. 10.1 1 
exponent in  eq. 7. 1 
Manning roughness c0efficien.t 
wetted permieter  
weight percent of bed sediment within a size fraction 
water discharge 
sediment discharge 
Qse := equilibrium sediment discharge 
q := water discharge per  unit width of channel 
gi :: the value of q at  which sediment motion begins 
R :: Reynolds number 
r :: hydraulic radius 
S - slope of channel 
s - specific gravity of particle 
S 
sf =: specific gravity of fluid 
u* =: shear  velocity 
U*b ': bed shear  velocity 
V .-. mean velocity of flow 
v '  =: turbulence velocity fluctuation 
v' =: instantaneous value of the vertical turbulence velocity 
Y 
V =: cri t ical  velocity 
C 
v =: velocity a t  distance y f rom bed 
w --- settling velocity of sand grain 
w =: width of channel 
viii 
X = random variable 
z = elevation of channel bed 
z = exponent in suspended load distribution eq. 5 .2  
9 = kinematic viscosity of fluid in ft2/sec 
1 = bed shear s t r e s s  in lbs per sq ft 
0 
rC = critical bed shear s t r e s s  
rAi = bed shear s t r e s s  due to grain roughness of a grain of size d 
si  
r = critical bed shear s t ress  for particle of size 
ci  'si 
y = unit weight of water 
yf = unit weight of water 
ys  = unit weight of sediment 
= wave length 
= standard deviation 
Cl"g = geometric standard deviation 
P s = density of sediment 
pf = density of fluid 
3 31 = coefficient depending on mean size of bed sediment, ft per  lb  
per second (Fig. 6.1). 
t# = function defined by eq. 6.5b 
$ = function defined by eq. 6.5a 
fi = angle of side slope of channel 
8 = angleof reposeofsed iment  
CHAPTER 1 - HYDRAULICS O F  OPEN CHANNELS 
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND CONCEPTS -
1.1 :Bernoulli and Continuity Equaticms . In analyzing open channel 
flovv the Bernoulli and the Continuity Equations a r e  used. The 
Bernoulli equation for  steady flow applied to a reach of open channel 
is, (see Fig. 1.1) 
where z is the elevation of the channel bottom in ft. ,, d is the water 
depth in ft, V is the mean velocity in the cross  section in fps, g is 
the acceleration of gravity usually talken a s  3 2 . 2  ft per  sec per sec 
and hf i s  the head loss between sections in ft. 
Fig. 1.1 Steady flow in an open channel 
In e'quation 1. 1 the subscripts1 and 2 apply to the quantities at  
section 1 and 2 respectively. The mean velocity, V a t  a section i s  
given by 
where Q i s  the water discharge in cfs and A i s  the a rea  of the 
water c ross  section in  sq  ft. Since for steady flow, Q does not vary 
from section to section one can write: 
Equ<at:ion 1.3 is known a s  the continuity equation, and states that the 
rate of flow o r  discharge past any section i s  the same a s  that past any 
section is the sa,me as that past any other section. The Bernoulli 
equation a s  expressed in eq. 1.1 app3ies only for  cases where the 
depth of the flow changes slowly with distance along the stream. 
(Note: for further information on this subject see reference 1. 1, 
pp 68-81). 
1.2 Concept of Head. Each of terms in eq. 1.1 is referred to as a 
2 
"head1I. The te rm z f d i s  called the elevation head, i s  the 
2g 
velocity head and h i s  the head Boss. These terms a r e  actually f 
energies per unit weight, i. e. ; foot-pounds per pound of water. 
Therefore eq. 1. 1 i s  an energy equation which states that the energy 
per pccrund of water at section 1 i s  equal to that a t  section 2 plus the 
loss; in energy per pound incurred by the water in flowing from 
section 1 to section 2. The total head h, at a section can be written, 
v2 h = z t d f - -  
2g: ' ( 1 -  4) 
The Bernoulli equation written in terms of the total head i s  
where hl and h2 a r e  respectively the total head a t  section 1 and 2 .  
1.3 Head loss,  Friction and Turbulence. The head loss,  hf, 
experienced by the flow in going from section 1 to 2 (fig. 1.1) i s  due 
to the friction between the water and the solid boundaries of the 
s t ream channel. This loss continually reduces the total head h, of 
the flow which i s  the same a s  saying that the total energy of the flow 
i s  reduced. The energy expended by friction ultimately i s  dissipated 
into heat. However, much of the energy lost is f i r s t  converted to 
turbullence before i t  finally i s  converted to heat. 
Turbulence i s  nothing more than random motion due to the 
presence of eddies o r  swirls in a flow. These eddies cause the 
ve1oc:ity a t  a point to vary with time. Because of this a particle of 
water in turbulent flow will have components of motion in all directions 
that Oluctuate or  pulsate with time. These pulsating velocities make 
up the turbulence of a flow. 
The mean value of the square of the turbulence velocity fluctu- 
atiolns i s  taken as  a measure of the turbulence intensity. If the fluctu- 
ation measured a t  any instant i s  denoted by v'  the mean square may 
- 
be denoted by vf2  where the bar denotes mean value of a large 
..-.----. 
, -  
number of instantaneous observations. The ratio -f vzZ /V i s  known 
a s  the relative turbulence intensity. A relative intensity of 0. 10 is 
very high and 0.01 is low. 
Very few turbulence studies have been made in water and know- 
ledge of the subject comes mainly from studies in a i r  flows. From 
these studies i t  appears that the relative turbulence intensities of 
r ivers l ies  somewhere between 0.01 and 0.10. These: turbulence 
velocities a r e  responsible for the entrainment and suspension of 
sediment and hence a r e  of primary interest in sedimentation work. 
(For further information see ref. 1.2, p 83- 95). 
1 .4  - Reynolds Number. Reynolds number i s  a dimensionless para- 
meter that expresses the relative effect on the fluid motion of the 
forces due to the inertia o r  mass  of the fluid and those due to 
visc:ows friction. The Reynolds number R, of the flow in a pipe 
used in most treatises on hydraulics i s  
In this equation V is the mean velocity in the pipe in fps, D i s  the 
diameter in  ft and % (Nu) is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid in 
square ft  per  sec. (Values of are. given in  texts on fluid mechanics 
a s  a. function of temperatures for example see ref, 1.1 p 11). 
The Reynolds number for open channels that i s  equivalent to 
the one given above for pipes is 
Where V is the mean velocity in fps, r is the hydra~ulic radius of 
the channel in ft, which i s  given by 
where A i s  the a rea  of the water cross  section in sq ft and p i s  the 
wetted perimeter in ft. It has been found that the friction resistance 
of any flow can be expressed in terms of Reynolds number and other 
quantities such a s  channel dimensions and velocity. Hence i t  i s  very 
useful. in dealing with flow problems. 
1. 5 - Specific Energy, Wave Velocity and Froude Number. Specific 
, - 
energy H, is defined as  
where d, V and g a r e  a s  defined in equations 1.1 a.nd 1.4. Fo r  
unif~orm flow d and hence V does not change along the channel and 
the specific energy also remains unchanged. In non-uniform flow 
d, 'V and H change along the channel. 
By substituting equation 1.2  into 1. 8 one gets 
A graph of H against d is given in Fig. 1.2 for a rectangular 
channel 20 ft  wide with a discharge Q of 250 cfs. It will be seen 
that the curve has two branches and that the minimum value of H 
occurs a t  a depth of about 1 .7  ft. This value of the depth for which 
Fig. 1.2 Specific energy diagram for rectangular 
channel 20 ft wide with discharge of 250 cfs. 
the specific energy is a minimum is  called the critical depth and i s  
denoted by dc. The expression for d for rectangular channels 
C 
obtained by differentiating eq. 1.9 with respect to d i s  
I - F .  
where b i s  the width of the channel in ft. The value of d for the 
C 
case of Fig. 1.2, given by eq. 1. 10 is dc = 1 . 6 9  ft. 
A convenient parameter in dealing with open channel flows i s  
the Froude number F, which for rectangular channels is 
When d = dc one can show by substituting the value of d from 
C 
eq. 1.10 for d in eq. 1.11 that F = 1 o r  that Vc = 
, Vc 
is known a s  the critical velocity. The expression I F  i s  also equal J 
to the celerity c of a gravity wave of small height arid large wave 
length in water of depth d. Therefore when F = 1 the flow velocity 
V is just equal to the celerity of a surface wave. Since a disturb- 
ance i s  propagated into the flow by waves this i s  a significant relation. 
When F = 1, V = G g d o r  V = c and a wave cannot propagate 
upstream. However if F I= 1 a wave can move upstream. Flows for 
whilcbr F, 1 a r e  called shooting flows and those for which F < 1 are 
called tranquil flows. 
FLOW FORMULAS 
1 . 6  Chezy Formula. The Chezy formula is 
-- 
V = c , / r s  
where C i s  the Chezy coefficient, S i s  the slope of the channel in 
ft per ft, r i s  the hydraulic radius a s  defined by equation 1.8 and 
V is the mean velocity as  in eq. 1.2. This equation :is used for 
pipes along with other formulas and i s  used exc1usive:ly for open 
channels, It applies only for uniform steady flow. In. steady uniform 
flow there a r e  no changes in discharge, depth velocity, e tc . ,  with 
time or  f rom section to section along the channel. The Chezy formula 
may be applied to flows that a r e  only slightly non-uniform by using a 
mean value of r for  the reach involved and substituting the slope of 
the energy grade line fo r  S. 
1 . 7  - Chezy Coefficient. - In general the coefficient C var ies  with the 
roughness of channel boundaries, and with the Reynolds number of 
the flow. Several equations for  C a r e  used in hydractlics. One of 
the most  common equations is the Manning eq. 
where n is the Manning roughness coefficient. Eq. 1.13 is valid 
only fo r  the ft- sec system of units i. e. fo r  velocity in fps and 
hydraulic radius in ft. For  other systems of units the constant 1.49 
must  be changed fo r  instance fo r  the meter- second system the value 
of the constant becomes unity. Values of n a r e  tabulated i n  text 
books on hydraulics (e.g. see  p 230 ref. 1.1). These values apply 
to clearwater flows in rigid channels. As 
Manning coefficients for  alluvial channels 
"Another very  useful equation fo r  C 
outlined elsewhere the 
a r e  variable!. 
is 
where g i s  the acceleration of gravity and f i s  the Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor commonly used in pipe flow analysis. 'The factor f 
is given on a graph a s  a function of Reynolds number and the roughness 
of th.e boundary (for example see  p 182, ref ,  1. 1). Va.lues of f in  
such charts ,  like the usual tabulated values of n, a r e  for  c lear  
water flows in rigid channels. 
The Chezy equation with the Manning equation for the coefficient 
is 
where V is expressed in fps and r i s  in  ft.  The Chezy equation with 
equa.ti8on 1. 14 for  C i s  ---. 
Equation 1.16 will apply fo r  any consistent set  of units. For  example 
if V is in  fps then r must be expressed in ft and g in ft  per sec 
per rsec. 
1.8 Equations for Two-Dimensional Flow. The hydra.ulic radius of a 
rectimgular channel i s  given by (fig. 1. 3) 
Fig. 1 .3  Section through rectangular chaninel 
When d i s  small compared with b, b + 2d will differ from b by 
a sm~alll percentage and r will be but little different from d. Under 
these circumstances r can be taken a s  equal to d without introduc- 
ing significant e r rors .  When b i s  infinitely long we can say r = d. 
Infinitely wide channels a r e  said to be two-dimensional and for such 
cases the velocity, depth and other quantities do not change with 
distance across the s t ream and one need consider only a s t r ip  of 
flow one foot wide since all s t r ips  a r e  the same. 
Substituting d for r in equations 1.15 and 1. 16 gives the 
equations for  flcw in two-dimensional channels. 
VELOCITY DISTRIB UTION 
1 .9  Slhear - Stress.  F igure  1.4 represents a short reach of a flow 
with cuts made a t  the end sections of the reach. One i.magines that 
the water supporting the ends of the reach i s  removed 
and tha.t the forces that were exerted on the remaining water by that 
removed have been duplicated exactly by forces F and F2. Assum- 1 
ing uniform flow the depth d and velocity V a re  uniform throughout 
the rlea.ch and there is no acceleration of the flow. Under these con- 
ditions the relation between forces acting on the prism of water 
paral.lel to the flow i s  that their vector sum is zero. The forces acting 
Fig. 1.4 Forces on water prism in channel 
parallel to the flow are  F1, F2, the component of the! weight acting 
down the slope which is y AL sin €3, a.nd the bed friction force exerted 
by the bed on the water. The bed friction force i s  given by a pL 
0 
where '7: i s  the average shear s t ress  in lbs per sq ft exerted on the 
0 
water by the bed. Summing up all  the forces gives 
F1 C y AL sin 9 - F2 - T ~ P L  
Since F1 and F2 a r e  num erically equal 
'I: = AL sin = y r sin 8 .  
0 PL 
= 0 .  
one gets, 
Since the angle 8 is usually very small one can write sin 8 = tan 8= 
S where S is the slope of the channel. The expression then becomes, 
For  two dimensional flow the equation for T becomes 
0 
1.10 - Velocity Distribution The velocity of flow of a fluid past a 
solid. boundary i s  zero a t  the boundary and increases with distance 
from. i,t. This i s  also true of flow in a. channel. The equation for the 
velocity in a two-dimensional channel as a function of distance y 
vertically up from the bed is, 
where v is the velocity at distance y from the beal, V i s  the mean 
ve.Locity over the depth, k i s  the von Karman constant which has a 
value of 0.4 for clear water and the other symbols a r e  a s  defined 
prleviously. Equation 1.22 will plot a straight line an a graph of v 
against log Such a graph i s  shown in fig. 1.5a where two velocity Ti' 
profnles have been plotted for flows 0.295 ft deep. C>ne of the flows i s  
with clear water and the other i s  with a suspended load of 0.1 mm 
sand with a mean concentration of 15.8 grams per l i ter .  I t  i s  seen 
thalt the measured values fit very closely the straight lines and a r e  
of the form of equation 1.22. For  comparison the same data have 
been plotted on rectangular coordinates in Fig. 1.5b. 
The quantity in eq. 1.22 i s  the so-called .sfieir 
vel.ocity used extensively in fluid mechanics and will  be denoted here 
by u, . It is related to .ro by 
Introducing u* into eq. 1.19 gives 
Due to misnu,mbering of pages, this page was omitted. 
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Fig. 1.5.  Linear  and semi- logarithmic graphs of velocity 
profiles i n  a flow 0.195 f t  deep and 33.5 in  wide with c lear  
.water and with a heavy suspended load of 0 . 1  mnn sand. 
NON- UNIFORM FLOW IN OPEN CHANNELS 
-
1.11 Definition. Non-uniform steady flow varies ir, depth and mean 
velocity a s  one moves up and downstream but the disc:harge i s  con- 
stant and conditions a t  any position in the flow do not change with time. 
Non.-uniform flow occurs in a stream when the width and/or slope 
changes causing the mean veloci,ty, depth, etc. , to change from one 
station to another. 
1. 1,2 Characteristics of Non-Uniform Flow in Open Channels. The 
shapes, c ross  sections and slopes of natural s t reams vary along their 
length and give r i se  to non-uniform fllow. Therefore, in analyzing 
flours in natural s treams the methods of non-uniform flow must be 
use~d. The specific energy diagram, an example of which i s  given in 
fig. 1.2, shows clearly the relationships between depth and velocity 
head that may occur in non-uniform flow. As the depth decreases 
the velocity head increases until for ]Low depths in shooting flows the 
velocity head is many times the depth and most of the specific energy 
is kinetic energy. The ratio of velocity head to depth i s  expressed 
conveniently in  terms of the Froude number. 
Since the maximum possible r i se  of the water surface is equal to 
2 2 
V /2g i t  i s  seen that F gives a direct measure of this height of 
disturbance relative to the depth. 
Non-uniform flow is treated analytically with eq. 1. 1 and 1. 3 .  
It  will be noted from fig. 1.1 that z l  - zZ  = SL and hf = SfL 
where S i s  the channel slope and Sf i s  the slope of the line joining 
the points which have elevations above the datum equal to the total 
head . h. This line is known a s  the energy grade line and Sf i s  known 
a s  the siope of the energy grade line or the energy slope. Sf may be 
greater  or  l e s s  than the channel slope S. The two slopes a r e  equal 
when the flow is uniform. The flow depth for  uniform. flow is called 
the normal depth. A useful relation for mon-uniform flow is 
Since in uniform flow Sf = S eq. 1.23 can be considered as  a general 
relation that applies to steady flow regardless of whether i t  is uniform 
or  non-uniform. The subject of non-uniform flow i s  fxeated in most 
hydraulics books, for examples see ref. 1.1 pp 252-2.74. 
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Pro'blems: - 
1.1 In the logarithmic equation for velocity distribution (eq. 1. 22) 
(a) find the values of y/d and d-y/d at  which the local velocity v, 
i s  elqua1 to the mean velocity V. (b) show that the average of the 
velocities a t  points which a r e  0. 2d and 0. 8d down from the surface 
is elqua1 to the velocity at  a point which is  0. 6d down from the surface. 
1 .2  The following data were obtained in a determination of the effect 
of plant growth on the roughness in a trapezoidal concrete-lined 
irrigation ditch. 
Bottom width = 3.0 f t  
Side slopes 1 : 1 
Discharge (steady) = 24 cfs 
Slope of channel bottom = 0.0040 
Sta. 91f00 Sta. 94t73 
Water surface elevation, f t  875. 13 973.52 
Bottom elevation 873.56 
Find the value of the Manning roughness coefficient "n" and the 
average shear s t r e s s  (T ) on the boundary. 
0 
CHAPTER 2 - FLOW IN ALLUVIAL CHANINELS 
2 .  1.  Introduction. In the las t  century, man's knowledge of the 
mechanics of rigid-boundary open channels has improved until i t  i s  now 
possible to design and analyze such channels quite successfully. In the 
case  of channels whose boundaries a r e  composed of erodible material 
which i s  car r ied  in significant quantities by the flowing water, the 
staltus of our knowledge i s  not satisfactory. Such s t reams  a r e  called 
alluvial s t reams.  This chapter will be concerned with the nomenclature 
connected with alluvial s t reams,  the pecularities of such s t reams which 
make them difficult to t rea t  analytically, and a brief (discussion of their 
mechanics. Most of the topics introduced in  this chapter will be treated 
in rnare detail in later  chapters. 
2 . 2 .  Bed Fo rms  and Their Formation. 
(a)  Dunes. Consider a flow witkl a given depth. At vlery low velocities 
the flow will be unable to move the individual sand grains and the bed 
form (whatever i t  might be) will remain unchanged. :In this case the 
sand bed acts a s  a rigid boundary. As the velocity i s  increased a 
cri1:ical value will be reached a t  which the individual sand grains a r e  
moved by the flowing water. This cr i t ical  value of velocity o r  bed 
shear  s t r e s s  a t  which the particles of bed material  s t a r t  to move de-  
pends on the depth of flow, the properties of the bed material  and fluid, 
and configuration of the channel. (This topic will be discussed further 
in lecture no. 4. ) When the velocity is above this crit ical value but 
lower than another value which will be discussed presently, i rregular ,  
hapha.zardly located, sharp crested features which move downstream 
a r e  formed. These features are called dunes. In appearance they a r e  
not unlike dunes formed by wind-driven sand. An example of a typical 
dune pattern i s  shown in fig. 2 -1. A dune pattern changes continuously 
and hence the bed must  be considered a s  a deformable boundary. At 
low velocities, the water surface above dunes i s  very smooth. At 
higher velocities, so-called "boilst' a r e  frequently observed. These 
appear a s  highly turbulent, sediment laden a reas  and usually occur just 
downstream from dune cres ts .  The exact mechanism involved in their 
occurrence has not been explained. 
Some writers  make a distinction between small,, somewhat regular 
and orderly arranged dunes which form at  lower velocities and the 
larger ,  more randomly shaped and located dunes which accompany 
higher velocities. These writers  refer to the former a s  ripples and 
the 1a.tter a s  dunes. There appears to be little rational reason for this 
distinction since the mechanism by which they a r e  formed and sustained 
is apparently the same in both cases,  and their effects a r e  qualitatively 
the same and cannot be logical1 y distinguished quantitatively. 
Although several explanations of the mechanism of dune formation 
havle been presented, none of them i s  entirely satisfactory and the 
process by which a given flow seeks out and sustains a unique dune 
pattern cannot be regarded a s  known. The difficulties stem from 
several sources. F i r s t ,  the basic physical principles of the interaction 
between the fluid and bed material,  and hence the mechanism of particle 
entrainment and transport a r e  not fully understood and cannot be de-  
scribed mathematically. Secondly, i t  i s  now impossible to describe a 
dune pattern quantitatively except in a gross,  statisticzal way and conse- 
quentlly one cannot describe the boundary conditions in a mathematical 
anaI1iy:sis of the problem. The third difficulty is that dune formation in- 
volvers scour and deposition in a certain pattern and the physics of the 
sediment transport,  either on a small, local scale or  the gross t rans-  
port for a flow, is not understood well enough to be described mathe- 
matically. 
Despite these difficulties, several conceptual models have been 
proposed to explain the formation of dunes and their effects. Anderson 
(ref.  2.1) assumed that dunes result from the action of a periodic 
variation of velocity. By assuming that the initial form of this velocity 
variation i s  the same a s  that caused by surface water waves, he was 
ableb to derive a relation between the depth and velocity of flow, and the 
dune wave length which appears to be qualitatively correct.  However, 
this approach cannot explain the existence of dunes in a flow where there 
is no free surface such a s  in closed pipes or  the atmosphere. 
von Karman ( ref .  2.2) has offered an explanation which assumes 
that turbulence i s  instrumental in forming the dunes. By making 
certain assumptions about the relation between the magnitudes of the 
fluid velocity at  the surface of the bed, the vertical turbulent velocity, 
and the fall velocity of the particles, he arrived at some qualitative 
functional relations between the characteristics of the dunes and the 
flow parameters. These relations have never been developed further. 
Liu (ref. 2.3)  concluded that dunes a r e  the result of an instability 
between the fluid and the sand bed similar to the Helmholtz instability 
which occurs a t  the interface of fluids with different densities and 
velocities. The obvious dissimilarity between a sand bed and a dense 
fluid, and the differences between their reactions to an applied pressure 
dist:ri.bution make this analogy rather tenuous. 
Albertson et  a1 (ref. 2 .4)  extended Liu's idea and presented a 
graph based on dimensional analysis and experiment on which they 
delineated the flow conditions for which different bed forms could be 
expected. This graph has not proved to be too reliable. 
fn 1956, Bagnold (ref. 2. 5) hypothesized that dunes a r e  the result 
of atnother type of instability. Bagnold's idea was that the component 
along the bed of the weight of the fluid (bed shear) is supported by the 
s t r e s s  due to the deformation rate of the fluid near the bed (viscosity of 
the fluid) and a s t ress  which results from the intergr<anular bombard- 
ment of the bed material by the material which i s  in transport. When 
this intergranular s t r e s s  exceeds the s t r e s s  which the material in the 
bed can support by friction between successive layers of grains in the 
bed, the bed deforms into dunes. The form drag of tlhe dunes then 
supports the s t r e s s  in excess of that which the sand grains can support. 
There is currently considerable controversy regarding the validity of 
this idea and the bulk of experimental data neither proves nor disproves 
it. 
Many other explanations have been offered for this intriguing phe - 
nomenon but each has some major deficiency. The present state of our 
knowledge of the formation and sustenance of dunes is eminently 
unsatisfactory. 
(b) Flat  bed. As the velocity is increased, a value i s  reached at which 
Fig. 2. 1. Side view of a typical dune configuration in a 
laboratory flume. Flow i s  f rom left to right. 
Fig.  2. 2 Side view of a typical f la t  bed in a laboratory 
flume. Ripples in  foreground a r e  due to effects of flume 
walls. Flow i s  f rom left to right. 
Fig.  2.3.  Top view of a sand wave in  a 33.5-inch wide 
laboratory flume. Flow is from left to right. 
Fig. 2 .4 ,  Side view of antidunes in a laboratory flume. 
The wave at  the right has just broken, and the center 
wave i s  a t  incipient breaking. Flow i s  f rom left to right. 
the dunes disappear and the bed becomes flat. Usually a very smooth 
waiter surface accompanies the flat  bed configuration. A flow with a 
flat  bed is shown in fig. 2.2. The reason for  the bed assuming this 
configuration in  preference to a dune pattern cannot be given until the 
mechanics of dune formation i s  understood. 
At velocities in the vicinity of the transition from dunes to flat 
bed, sand waves (also called sand bars)  may occur. These a r e  reaches 
of flat  bed, several feet long, which occur between reaches of dune 
covexed bed. Over the flat  bed, the flow velocity and sediment transport 
ra te  a r e  larger and the mean water depth is lower th<an over the dune 
covered reaches. Such sand waves a r e  reported by some laboratory 
investigators and may or  may not be a laboratory curiosity. Fig. 2 . 3  
shows a plan view of a sand wave in a flume which i s  33.5 inches wide. 
(c) Antidunes. As the velocity i s  further increased and the Froude 
number, F, based on depth (see eq. 1. 11) approaches unity, the water 
surface becomes somewhat unstable and even small clisturbances can 
give r i se  to stationary waves of significant amplitude. Under the wave 
troughs, the flow velocity and sediment t ransport  ra te  a r e  larger  than 
und-er the wave c res t s .  This differential transport of material  from 
under the wave troughs to under the c r e s t s  causes the formation of bed 
features called antidunes which a r e  somewhat sinusoidal in  form. A 
typical antidune pattern i s  shown in fig. 2.4.  Aatidunes occur in trains 
of t:hree o r  four to twenty o r  more  waves and usually move upstream, if 
at all. The antidunes and accompanying surface waves increase in 
amplitude and the surface waves often break in a manner similar to the 
breaking of ocean waves. It has been shown by Kennedy (ref .  2 . 6 )  that 
the wave length of antidunes i s  given by 
where (lambda) i s  the wave length (distance between adjacent c res t s  
i 
or troughs). Kennedy also found that the waves brealk when their height 
(vertical distance f rom bottom of trough to top of cres t )  i s  one-seventh 
the wave length. 
2 . 3 .  Effect of Eed Forms on Roughness* 
Each of the different.bed forms discussed in the preceeding section 
and illustrated in figs. 2. 1 to 2.4 obviously has a different roughness**. 
For  a flat bed without sediment movement, the only roughness i s  that of 
the sand grains and the friction factor can be estimated from a pipe 
friction diagram if  the effective size of the sand as  roughness is known. 
In flow over dunes, the fluid encounters two types of resistance, that 
due to the roughness of the sand grains and the form dtrag of the dunes. 
Furth~er, the presence of the dunes a l ters  the magnitude of the grain 
resistance since the magnitude of the shear on the bed1 varies from point 
to point on the deformed bed. The roughness of a dune bed is much 
greater than that of a flat bed without movement, and the friction factor 
of the accompanying flow i s  also much larger.  
A flat bed with sediment movement presents stil.1 another situation., 
In this case the roughness elements on the bed, the sand grains, a re  
moving and cannot be expected to offer the same resistance to flow as 
fixed dements ,  and indeed they do not. The friction factor of flow over 
a flalt bed with movement i s  somewhat lower than that of flow over a flat 
bed without movement. The presence of antidunes does not appreciably 
change the magnitude of the effective roughness of the bed from that of 
a flait bed with sediment motion. However, if the waves break, the 
friction factor of the flow will be increased due to the energy dissipation 
in wave breaking. 
It must be borne in mind that, contrary to many widely held 
beliefs and widely accepted texts, the roughness of an alluvial channel 
* A more complete discussion of the roughness of alluvial s treams will 
be presented in lecture no. 8. The preliminary rema:rks here a r e  
intended only for background for discussion of the mec:hanics of alluvial 
s t reams and the difficulties involved in  their analysis. 
** It i s  important to bear in mind the distinction between roughness and 
friction factor. The roughness pertains to the character of the flow 
boundary and i s  a property of the size, shape and spac:ing of the pro- 
tuberances on the bed. The friction factor, such a s  that of Darcy- 
Weisbach (eq. 1. 16) relates the rate of energy dissipation (slope) of a 
flow to the roughness, fluid properties, flow velocity ;and channel 
geometry. 
and the friction factor for flow in S U C : ~  a channel a re  not constants, but 
--
can vary widely depending on the form of the bed. The bed form is 
determined by the sand characteristics, depth and velocity of flow, and 
water temperature, Experiments have shown that the friction factor can 
vary by a factor of six or more. 
Sediment in suspension has a small but still significant effect on 
the friction factor of a given flow. Indeed there is  no reason to expect 
a mixture of sediment and water to behave the same as  just water. 
Vanconi and Nomicos (ref. 2. 7) have shown that by interfering with the 
turbulence pattern in the fluid, suspended sediment reduces the friction 
factor by as  much as 28 percent from that for the same flow without 
suspended sediment. 
2.4. Description of Transportation and Definition of Load* -
The total sediment discharge of a stream is  defined as  the average 
quantity of sediment passing a section of the stream pler unit time. The 
material which is being transported is referred to as  the load of the 
stream. 
It i s  convenient to distinguish several classes of load. Firs t ,  a 
distinction is made on the basis of the mode of transport. Some particles 
move along the bed or very close to i t  by rolling, sliding, and making 
short excursions into the fluid wh~ich do not carry the :material more than 
a fetv diameters above the bed. This material i s  called the bed load. 
Other particles a re  carried by the sluid a t  some distaince from the bed. 
These particles a re  supported by the upward components of the turbulence 
velocities and a r e  swept along at  roughly the forward velocity of the fluid. 
Material carried in this manner i s  said to be transported as  suspended 
load, and is called the suspended load, The distinction between bed load 
and suspended load is quite nebulous and material which is bed load at  
one time can be suspended load an instant later since there is  a continuous 
interchange of material between the two modes. However, there a re  
certain advantages in making this distinction and treating the two modes 
individually. 
* See Chapters 5 and 6 for furthc5r discussion of the theory of transportation 
and :its application. 
The second distinction, which i s  based on the relative particle 
sizle, classifies the load into bed material load and wash load. The bed 
material load is  composed of particle sizes found in  appreciable 
quantities in  the actively moving part  of the bed. The wash load i s  com- 
posed of the finer particles which a r e  found only in relatively small 
quantities in the bed. I t  i s  carried almost entirely i n  suspension and its 
magnitude depends primarily on the amount of fine material available to 
the stream and is not determined by the depth and velocity. 
The final distinction is  based on the technique used in measuring 
the sediment discharge. Due to the physical size of the samplers used to 
measure the concentration, it  is  impossible to measure the bed load and 
the suspended load very near the bed. The product of the concentration 
determined from such measurements and the water discharge is called 
the measured sediment discharge of the stream. The difference between 
the total and the measured sediment discharge is called the unmeasured 
sediment discharge. 
In flow over a flat bed the material on and near the bed i s  swept 
along rather uniformly and there i s  relatively little variation in the local 
sediment transport rate. When dunes a r e  present, material is  carried 
up the upstream faces of the dunes to the crest.  Some of the material is  
then carried forward to the upstream slope of the next dune where i t  
continues its movement and the res t  drops into the sheltered a rea  on the 
lee side of the dune. This differential transport from the upstream side 
to tlhe lee side accounts for the dlownstream movement of the dune. 
A similar explanation accounts for the upstream movement of 
antidunes. In flow over antidunes the transport capac:ity on the adverse 
slope of the upstream face of the dune i s  less  than on the downstream face. 
Therefore deposition occurs on the upstream face and erosion occurs on 
the downstream face and the profile moves upstream. 
2. 5,. Statement of the Problem of Hydraulics of Alluvial Chanaels 
With the background of the preceding sections i t  is possible to 
briefly discuss the mechanics of alluvial channels andl the difficulties 
encountered in the design and analysis of such channels. Consider a 
natural o r  man-made alluvial channel which is in equiilibrium with i t s  
bed (i. e. , there i s  no net scoizr o r  deposition of bed material).  It will 
be assumed fo r  the purpose of th~is discussion that the: slope of the 
s t ream does not change during changes in  discharges such a s  occur 
during the passage of a flood. Whether o r  not this is strictly true i s  a 
moot question. 
Fed into each reach of the s t ream i s  a certain vvater discharge 
and a sediment load which the s t ream must transport.  Since the channel 
has no control over the magnitud.e of these quantities, they may be con- 
sidered a s  the independent variables. By changing i t s  bed configuration 
(roughness) the s tream can adjust the depth and velocity of flow and the 
factors  (whatever they may be) which govern the sediment transport 
capacity of the flow in such a way that the imposed wa.ter and sediment 
load can be accomodated. Thus a s t ream that might have a dune bed 
with a very large roughness at a low flow will change i t s  dune configura- 
tion to reduce the roughness a s  the water and sediment load increase. 
Finally the bed will become flat to offer the minimum resistance to the 
flow. Also, a s  the load increases,  the suspended sediiment acts to 
further  decrease the friction factor of the flow by affecting the intensity 
and distribution of the turbulence a s  was discussed in section 2 . 3 .  Thus, 
sinc:e i t  can change i t s  roughness, the fluctuation in depth for a given 
change in discharge will be l e s s  for an alluvial strearn than for a channel 
with fixed roughness. Considering the large  range of discharge found 
in  natural s t reams and the limited permissible variations in depth 
before damage resul ts ,  i t  i s  fortunate indeed that alluvial s t reams can 
change their roughness. 
These same factors  that a r e  the boon of natural r ive r s  a r e  the 
bane of the sedimentation engineer. His colleagues who deal with fixed- 
rou,ghness open channels which carry  clear  water have only one inde- 
pendent variable, discharge, and one dependent variable, depth. 
Further ,  they have a great  deal of reliable information available to deter -  
miae the roughness corresponding to the channel surface and a selection 
of several  fairly reliable flow equations (e. g. , Manning's) to relate the 
discharge depth and roughness. Alluvial s t r eams  have to transport the 
sediment load imposed on the s t ream with the available water discharge. 
To assure  that solutions exist  folr all  combinations of discharge and 
load, the depth must  be related to both of these quantities. In alluvial 
s t r eams ,  this relation i s  accomplished through the intermediary of 
variable roughness. The roughness adjusts so  that the depth and velocity 
give the required discharge and the factors  that govern the capacity of 
the flow for  sediment a r e  such that tlhe imposed load is ca r r i ed  by the 
available discharge. Thus, to achieve a solution, one relation in 
addition to the flow equation i s  needed: a relation between roughness, 
discharge and load. The available techniques for  solving problems of 
flow in alluvial channels effect tlhis relation by various ways, none of 
which i s  entirely reliable o r  can be expressed in a simple formula. 
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CHAPTER 3 - PROPERTIES O F  SEDIMENT -
Only the properties of sediment pertinent to sediment transport 
will. be discussed in this section. Many other properties of sediments 
and soils of interest to geologists, soil physicists, and foundations 
eng.ineers will not be considered. 
3. 1 IParticle Size and Shape. Grain size is the most important 
property affecting transportability of sediment. At one extreme of 
the spectrum of sizes a r e  large  boulders which a r e  rolled only by 
viol.ent mountain streams,  and a t  the other, fine clay,, which once 
suspended, requires days to settle. Hydraulic engineers use the 
usual classification of sizes into boulders and cobbles (64 - 4000 mm), 
gravel ( 2  - 64 mm),  sand (0.062 - 2 mm), silt  (4 - 62 microns), and 
clay (0.24 - 4 microns). It should be noted that t e rms  such as wash 
load, suspended load, bed load, etc., refer to method of transport 
in any particular situation and do not coxrespond to any fixed size 
grajduations. 
Since natural grains a r e  not spherical, the "diameter" o r  grain 
size depends on how i t  i s  determined. Common definitions a r e  as 
follows: 
(a) Sedimentation diameter - dliameter of sphere of same density with 
same settling velocity in same fluid at  same temperature. 
(b) Sieve diameter - opening of square mesh sieve which will just 
pass the particle. 
( c )  Nominal diameter - diameter of sphere of equal volume. 
(d) Triaxial dimensions. - a,  b, c. 
Fox clay, silt, and fine sand i t  is practical to determine the sedimenta- 
tion diameter by settling analysis methods such a s  1) pipette, 
2) bottom withdrawal tube, 3) hydrometer, and 4) visual accumula- 
tion tube. For sand and gravel sieve analysis i s  convenient, and for 
gravel and boulders direct measurements can be made by calipers 
or  by volumetric displacement. 
Although particle shape affects sediment transport there i s  a t  
present no direct, practical, quantitative way to assess  particle shape 
and i t s  effects, except on faU velocity. (See ref. 3.  3e and fig. 3. 1 -A). 
3 .  2 Density and Petrographic Analysis. River sand is naturally com- 
posed of a variety of minerals,  quartz and feldspar bleing predominant. 
The mean specific gravity varies little, usually being in the range 
2 . 6  to 2 .  :'. Heavy minerals (such a s  magnentej orren oecumt: aegre- 
gated from lighter ones, forming bands along cres ts  of dunes for 
exa.rnple, because they a r e  l e s s  easily transported. 
3. 31 Settling Velocity. The settling or fall velocity s f  a grain i s  the 
rate a t  which i t  falls in a still fluid. The fluid drag on the particle 
equals i t s  submerged weight. 
When particles are carried as suspended load they are  continually 
settling back toward the bed, with the turbulence tending to diffuse 
them upward into the flow, thereby counteracting the settling. Thus 
the fall velocity is the most pertinent characteristic of fine sediment 
(sand, silt  and clay), and furthermore i t  reflects the combined in- 
fluence of particle size, shape, and density, and fluid density and 
In a turbulent fluid, such a s  in a s t ream,  the mean fall velocity 
can. be expected to be nearly the sam.e a s  in a quiescent fluid. A s  a 
rough f i r  st  approximation one may visualize the particle settling at 
a uniform rate relative to the surrounding fluid, which i s  sometimes 
going up, sometimes down owing to turbulence. The problem i s  com- 
plicated by acceleration affects, and cannot be solved rigorously. 
(a) Spheres. For  spheres, the fall velocity can readily be determined 
fro:m the drag-coefficient-Reynolds-number curve (see ref. 3.1, 
p.122 or 3. 2, p. 304). Curves of fall. velocity versus diameter of 
qua.rtz spheres (spec. grav. = 2.65), settling in water, a r e  especially 
useful in finding the sedimentation diameter for observed values of 
the fall velocity. (See fig. 3. 1). 
(b) Stokes Law for settling of small spheres is 
where w = settling velocity 
s = specific gravity of particle 
S 
sf= specific gravity of fluid ( = 1 fo,r water) 
g = gravitational acceleration 

Notes: 1 .  Fal:L dia:meter is sediumenakation o diameter  
for fall in water a t  24 C o d y .  
2 .  Shape factor S, F. is defined in terms of 
the t r iaxial  dimensions as: 
S .F .  = s=/ 
where 
a = .longest axis 
b = ia te  axis 
c = of the three am.utanally 
erpendsculas axes of the particle,  
d = diameter of sphere 
y = kinematic viscosity. 
It  applies only when the sphere is small enough so  that 
For quartz spheres in water, the upper limit of Stokes Law is 
approximately 0.05 mm, o r  roughly the dividing size between silt  and 
san~d. 
(c) Sedimentation Diameter. A recent find is that the sedimentation 
diarneter for a natural sand grain i s  not unique for a given particle, 
but depends on the fluid characteristics a s  well (ref. 3, 3e). For  a 
sphere the sedimentation diameter i s  the same (namely the actual 
diarneter) whether the fall test i s  made in water, a i r ,  oil, o r  a fluid 
of any density o r  viscosity. However, for i rregular  particles the 
shape appears to have a different relative effect on the settling velocity 
wd 
a t  different Reynolds numbers (--). Thus in ref. 3.  3e-a new. but v 
related definition i s  introduced; namely, the standard fall diameter 
which is the sedimentation diameter when the fall test i s  made in 
water of 2 4 O ~ .  
It  should be remembered, however, that the determination of fall 
velocity by direct observation is a valuable aim in itself. How one 
converts to an equivalent diameter i s  not a s  important a s  consistency 
of procedure. 
No straightforward way has been devised for ad,justing fall 
velocity w of a natural grain observed at  one temperature to w at  
another temperature. It  can be done by ref. 3.3e, but not in  a direct 
or  highly reliable way, because of the emphasis on diameters in that 
report. Ref. 3. 3e also gives information relating sieve diameter to 
fall diameters and fall velocity for  grains of various shape factors. 
(d) Hindered settling i s  the retardance of the settling of a single 
particle due to the presence of neighboring particles. For example, 
using ref. 3.5, i t  can be shown that the standard hydrometer test for 
parlticle size analysis using 50 grams/liter of clay causes particle 
settling velocities to be 30% l e s s  than for unhindered1 settling, and 
computed sedimentation diameters to be 16% too srna.11. 
Hindrance also occurs when a particle settles in a. confinedcolumn. 
Even when the column diameter i s  100 times the sphere diameter, a 
2.576 reduction in fall velocity may be observed (ref. 3.  1, p. 779). 
(e) Flocculation of fine sediments (mainly clays) often greatly in- 
creases  settling rates, because many clay particles may become 
agglomerated and settle a s  l a rger  units, namely flocs. Rate, of 
flocculation depends not only on turbulence levels and particle con- 
cen,trations, but also on the physical chemistry of the! particles and 
the chemical composition of suspending fluid. 
In making tests  of settling velocity of fine sediments, attention 
shatuld be given to whether laboratory conditions of flocculation a r e  
at  all similar to field conditions. If a deflocculating agent i s  used in 
the laboratory, the true individual particle settling velocity m a y  be 
obtained; but the sediment may never settle a t  such a slow rate under 
field conditions (ref.  3 . 4 ) .  
3 . 4  Frequency Dist ributions. All natural sediments have a distribution 
of sizes and settling velocities, a s  they a r e  never perfectly uniform. 
The fluvial behavior of sediment may be expected to depend on the 
spread of sizes, a s  well a s  on the mean size. Generally, research 
has dealt primarily with mean size, with little attention to characteris- 
t i ~ S  of the distribution. 
Further complication a r i ses  in natural s treamsi because there 
a r e  obvious variations in grain size from place to pla~ce, and between 
bed. and banks. Rivers a r e  constantly sorting their sediment loads, 
and, hence obtaining representative samples of r iver  bed material is  
difficult . 
(a) Definition of cumulative frequency distribution. The distribution 
of sizes (or  settling velocities) may be represented graphically by 
plotting "percent by weight finer" vs. "grain sizew. Such a graph 
(se~e fig. 3.2)  i s  technically known a s  a cumulative frequency 
distribution. Although there a r e  many mathematical formulations 
ava.ilable for fitting frequency distributions, only the "normal" or 
ltGaiussianll distribution, which is the most useful, will be discussed 
here. Table 3. 1 gives pertinent data on this distribution. 

Table 3 .  P 
Values of the Cumulative Normal 
Frequency Distribution Function 
Equation: f(x) = 1 e - -2 ,/.2a 2 
~$57 '  
where f(x) = probability d.ensity 
X = random variable 
f x M = mean = - 
n 
x = X - Ad = random variable adjusted to 
ze ro  mean 
--- 
C= standard deviation = / 25 
'i n 
Space does not permit treatment of the subject of mathematical 
statistics (see ref. 3 . 6  and 3 . 7  for elementary treatment) ; only some 
practical procedures for application can be covered in the following 
sections. 
(b) Arithmetic probability paper - for normal distribution. In fig. 3 . 2  
the curve has an S- shape on semi-logarithmic graph paper with the 
ends being asymptotic to the 0% and 100% lines. Because of the 
spread of grain sizes the logarithmic scale i s  almost: always used for  
grain size. One might also cons.ide3: the abscissa to be an arithmetic 
scale of logarithms of grain size. For  simplicity the following dis- 
cussion i s  based a t  f i rs t  on the aasu:mption that the abscissa scale i s  
arithmetic, and for this purpose we shall use as  an example the 
distribution of annual rainfall a t  Springfield, Mass. (fig. 3.3). 
The normal distribution also plots a s  an S-shape curve on a 
graplh like fig. 3 . 3 ,  but one cannot readily determine whether the 
S-curve plotted through a se t  of data points is an S-curve representing 
a normal distribution. Thus i t  is useful to devise a distorted type of 
g r aph  paper on which the cumulative normal distribution appears a s  a 
straight line; such graph paper i s  called arithmetic probability paper, 
- 
a sample of which i s  shown in fig. 3 . 4  showing same rainfall data a s  
fig. 3 . 3 .  Note that 0 and 100% do not even appear on this graph. 
Now when data points plotted on probability paper can be fitted 
with a straight line, we have autolmatically fitted a normal distribution. 
The intercept and slope of the line correspond to the mean (Dm) and 
standard deviation, TT , of the distribution. The mean is the value 
read off the graph a t  50% and the standard deviation i s  
where D84. represents the size for which 84. 1 % i s  finer, and so 
on. (One of the great  advantages (of probability paper ( rare ly  mentioned 
in textbooks) i s  that one can determine Dm and 6- graphically with- 
out mesorting to lengthy calculations. 
The standard deviation i s  a measure of the spread of a distribu- 
tion: the larger  (r" , the greater  the range of values. For  a normal 

Fig.  3 . 4  Example of cumulative frequency distribution on ar i thmetic  
probability paper  ( s a m e  data a s  Fig.  3 .  3 ) .  (Annual rainfall 
a t  Springfield, Mass.  1848- 1938) .  
distribution, note the following values: 
Range 
Percent within 
indicated range 
Mean + 6- 
- 
68.2 
Mean + 2 6- 9 5.4 
Mean 4- 3  
- 
The distribution i s  symmetric about the mean. For  other multiples of 
6, the percentage can be read from probability pa,per o r  table 3 . 1 .  
(c) Logarithmic probability paper. For  this type of paper the probabil- 
ity scale i s  just like arithmetic probability paper, but the scale for 
the variable is simply changed from arithmetic to logarithmic. 
Natural sands often plot a s  nearly a straight line on this kind of paper, 
with deviations only a t  the extreme ends (last few percent). (See 
fig, 3. 5 for example, showing same sieve analysis as fig. 3 . 2 ) .  A 
disitribution which can be represented by a straight line on log 
probability paper is called a log normal distribution. 
For this case D5., now becomes the geometric meam D 
mg ' 
In place of Q' , we have the geometric standard deviation given 
g 
Note that division now replaces subtraction in eq. 3 . 2 .  Furthermore 
for the logarithmic normal distribution the ranges a re  given as 
folf ows: 
Range 
D 
Percent within 
indicated :range 
In cases where the plotted curve i s  not exactly straight on log 
SIEVE S I Z E  (hh) 
Fig .  3 .  5 Example of cumulative distribution of sieve diameter on 
logarithmic probability paper ( same  samjple as Fig. 3 .  2 ) .  
(Kizu River,  Japan). 
probability paper, Otto (ref. 3. 8) suggests connecting the points ='IS. 9 
and D84. 1 with a straight -line segment, and computing D and mg 
f.7 f rom this straight- line segment. 
It is important to remember that whether or  not the plotted curve 
is a straight line on probability paper,  these two kind:s of paper a r e  sti l l  
very useful for presenting size o r  fall velocity distribution data. 
Table 3 .  2 
Adirnent Samples f rom Natural River Beds, Beaches and Dunes 
Geometric 
Place  Mean Sieve Geometric 
RiversBeds Diameter Std. 13ca.iia,tior: 
-- -- 
Missouri R. Omaha, Neb. 0.20 
Chao Phya R. 5 mi. u/s Singburi, 0. 28 
Thailand 
Ccilorado River Topock Gorge, Calif. 0.20 
Ccllorado River Taylor fs  F e r r y ,  Calif. 0. 32 
Virgin River WeepingRock, Zion 0.17 
Nattl Pa rk ,  Utah 
Virgin River St. George, Utah 0.18 
Unnqua R. ' 0. 5 mi. S. of 0. 14 
(south ~ o r k )  Ros eburg , Oregon 
Little Colorado R. Cameron, A.riz. 0. 16 
West Goose Creek Nr. Oxford, Miss.  0.29 
Dry Creek A.R.S. Sta. 10,Nr.  0. 38 
Holly Springs, Miss. 
Niobrara R. Near Cody, Neb. 0.28 
Ti'ber River Rome, Italy 0.42 
Saco River Nr. highway U.S. 0.46 
302, nr. Fryeburg, 
Maine 
Salinas- River 8 mi ,  N, of Bradley, 0.64 
Calif. 
(table continued) 
3-15 
Table 3 . 2  (conttd) 
Geometric 
Mean Sieve Geometric 
Rivers  
-- 
Place Diarne te r Std. Deviation 
Santa Ana R .  
Mountain Creek 
Mojiave River 
K i z u  River 
Loire River 
Ping River 
Kictvk Creek 
Santa. Barbara,  
Calif. 
4 mi. N. of Corona, 0 .70  
Calif. 
Nr. Greenville, S .  C. 0. 86 
Victorville, Calif. 1.10 
At  confluence with 1.14 
Uji and Katsura Rivers  
near  Yawata, Japan 
Nr. Tours, France  1.06 
Nr. highway bridge, 0.94 
Lampun, Thailand 
NP. Elbert,  Colo. 1.00 
Oahu Island, Hawaii; North tip . 56 
Oahu Island, Hawaii; Waikiki Beach . 3 8  
Desert Dunes 
-- 
Kelso Dunes Nr. Kelso, Calif, .26  1 . 1 7  
(d) Typical values of G . Some selected values of D and CT a r e  
-- g 4: g 
listed1 in table 3 .2 ,  in o rder  of increasing . Some ad the values were 
g 
computed from data in the l i terature,  and others  a r e  based on sieve 
analyses of samples collected by the authors. 
It: i s  interesting to note that smal ler  values of 6- appear to be er 
associa.ted with the smaller  D values, often for  the larger  r ivers .  For  g 
the coarse r  material  ( la rger  D ~ )  the spread of s izes i s  relatively 
great~er  ( larger  C ). g 
3. 5 Measurement of Size Distribution. 
(a) Sieve analysis is good down to 0.074 mm (200 mesh), fair  to 
0,044 mm (325 mesh). Sieve sizes (openings) a r e  made in a geometric 
ser ies  with every sieve being 142 larger  in size than the preceding. 
Taking every other sieve gives a dil" series,  while taking every 
fourth gives a ratio of 2 between adjacent sieve sizes., When the sand 
i s  fairly uniform (i. e. % i s  fairly small) the $3 ser ies  should be 
use~d. Although the basicprinciple of sieving i s  self-e:vident, there a r e  
a number of points of procedure which should be observed for f i rs t  
class work (the research engineer needs better data than the aggregate 
tester!). A recent C. I. T. memorandum on the subject i s  reproduced 
as  Appendix 3-A. 
(b) Settling analysis for finer particles. For  medium and fine sand, 
the visual accumulation tube recently developed by the Interagency 
Committee on Sedimentation (ref. 3. 3d) i s  useful for rapid analysis, 
although less  accurate than sieve analyses. It has the advantage of 
giving fall diameter, which is more closely related to) behavior in 
water than sieve diameter. 
Fo r  silts and clays the principal acceptable methods a r e  
pipette, bottom withdrawal tube, and hydrometer. Se.e ref. 3. 3 a, b, c 
for a thorough description of these and other methods. A brief com- 
parative evaluation of these methods i s  given in table 3. 3.  
Table 3. 3 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF VARIOUS METHODS OF 
SETTLING ANALYSIS O F  FINE SEDIMENT 
I. Pipette method. 
Advantage s 
1. Most accurate method (results 
within a few percent). 
2. Data yield distribution curve 
directly. 
3. Siirnple equipment. 
. 4. With multiple -depth sampling 
flocculation can be studied. 
5. Can give accurate results for 
concentrations a s  low a s  
I1 gr/l. (1000 ppm) . 
11. Bottom withdrawal tube method. 
- 
Advantage s 
1. Less  sampling e r r o r ,  because 
all settled material is 
collected and weighed. 
2. Suitable fo r  very small con- 
centrations (down to 100 ppm). 
3. Good accuracy has been 
established (although not as 
good a s  pipette). 
111. Eivdrometer method. 
Advantages 
1. Quickest and easiest method; 
130 samples to dry and weigh - 
2. Simple equipment 
3. Data yield distribution curve 
di:r ec tly. 
Disadvantages 
1. Pipette withldrawals a re  very 
small,  and <are samples of a 
sample, thus increasing samp- 
ling e r ro r .  
2. Pipette does not withdraw flliid 
from exactlsy the depth of tip 
of pipette, t~u t  from a region 
around the tip.. 
3. Volume of suspension decreases 
due to succe:ssive small with- 
drawals. 
4. Drying and weighing pipette 
samples requires very careful 
labor ator y technique, because 
weights may be extremely sma2E 
(a few milli,grams). 
Di~adv~antages 
1. Curve of raw data must be 
differentiated to yield distr i-  
bution curve (increases e r r o r s  
especially for smaller sizes).  
2. Sediment sametimes sticks to 
sides of bottom hopper and will 
not completely flush out. 
3. Volume of suspension (and 
height of co:lumn) changes r e  - 
quiring corrections in results .  
Disadvantages 
1. Must use fair ly concentrated 
suspension (5%) in order to 
measure accurately the incre-  
ment in density due to suspended 
part icles.  
(table continued) 
Table 3. 3 (cont. ) 
Hydrometer method (cont. ) 
2. Accuracy only fair ;  test more 
suited to soil mechanics than to 
sediment transport studies .. 
3. Immersing and removing hydro- 
meter disturbs settling column. 
4. Hydrometer bulb extends over a 
finite depth and. is assumed to 
register density a t  its center of 
buoyancy. 
5. As hydrometer reading changes, 
the depth to center of buoyancy 
changes (thus a. variable height of 
settling columni i s  analyzed). 
6. Must determine specific gravity of 
particles (as a separate test), 
7. Hindered settling effect i s  appre- 
ciable at high concentrations 
required. 
IV. All the various decantation methods a r e  unacceptable because i t  is  
impossible to achieve an upflow of water without; turbulent fluctu- 
ations, and without variation in velocity across the flow cross  
section. 
Summary : 
In order of accuracy the pipette method i s  considered best, 
the bottom withdrawal tube next, and hydrom~eter last. 
Decantation is unacceptable. 
The pipette method is used a s  a standard to calibrate other 
methods, but i s  tedious. 
The bottom withdrawal tube is favorable for sediment trans-  
port studies; although less  accurate, i t  is also less  tedious, 
and can be used for very dilute suspensions, such a s  
suspended load samples. 
The hydrometer method i s  unsuitable for sediment transport 
studies, because very few liquid samples a re  dense enough 
for direct analysis. (~h ickening  a suspension by removing 
water may radically change settling characteristics due to 
flocculation. ) 
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APPENDIX 3-A 
Memorandum on Procedures for Sieve Analyses of Natural Sands 
-- 
The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend procedures 
for  the use of sieves to determine the particle-size distribution of 
natural1 sands. The recommendations a r e  based on a briei l i terature 
survey and experience at  the Sedimentation Laboratory a t  the 
California Institute of Technology.+ The principal iterris of procedure 
whic:h will be discussed a r e  sieving time and sample size. To obtain 
reproducible results with a s e t  of testing sieves, i t  is necessary to 
follow standardized procedures . 
I. Principles of Sieving 
There a r e  three conditions necessary for the passage of a particle 
through a sieve: (1) that the particle have a c ross  section, small 
enough that i t  can pass through the sieve opning when properly 
orieinted; (2) that i t  be properly oriented; and (3) that the particle 
have access to an opening. If the f i rs t  condition i s  met, the probabil- 
ity'tlhat a given particle will pass a sieve depends on the number of 
chances i t  has to meet  the second and third conditions and this, in turn, 
i s  determined by the duration of sieving, the number of openings avail- 
able,, and on the interference a particle suffers from other particles. 
l[f the particle is much smaller  than the opening, i t  will pass 
easiliy, of course, once i t  gains access to an opening. However, two 
fac torrs can reduce the probability of access, namely (1) overloading, ' 
i. e. ,, so much material on the sieve that the particle never gets 
shaken down near an opening, and (2) clogging, which :may occur when 
there is a large proportion of the sample just a little too large to pass 
the screen. The effect of clogging can be reduced by reducing the 
size of the sample. 
If the particle i s  only slightly smaller than the ojpening, then 
orientation becomes important, and (with the exception of plate - shaped 
* Appendix to Progress  Report (Nov. 24, 1957 to May 24, 1958)on 
Contraxt No. 12- f 4-100-995 (41) for Agricultural Research Service, 
U. S. Dept. ofAgriculture,Ey R.H. Taylor, J r , ,  andN.W. Brooks, 
Sedimentation Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
California. 
particles) can be considered to be random. Thus the probability of the 
grain passing through i s  increased by longer exposure - i. e. , by 
sieving for a longer time. However, there seems to be no end-point, 
perhaps due to small variations in the size of openings in the sieve. 
Furthermore, if the material which has passed a sieve i s  re- run on 
the same sieve for the same amount s f  time, not all the grains will pass 
the second time. Thus, an end-point must be arbitrarily defined. One 
of the principal points of discussion in the l i terature is the definition of 
this end-point and the means for attaining it, and recognizing when i t  
has been attained. Because of the presence of some oversized openings 
in every sieve, the accuracy does not necessarily increase with time of 
sieving, because an oversize particle has more time to find an over- 
sized hole. 
It  is the general consensus that: natural sands and gravels a r e  
sufficiently uniform and regular in shape that special precautions need 
Eat be taken for shape variations. 
If a sample is very large, i t  is doubtful whether any amount of 
sieving will produce dependable o r  reproducible separation because of 
the lack of opportunity for undersized particles to gain access to the 
sieve, and because of the increased a.mount of clogging, as mentioned 
above. If the sample size i s  very small,  then a disproportionate 
degrele of ca re  must be used in order to maintain a given level of 
accuracy. Ideally, i t  has been stated, the amount of material remain- 
ing con each sieve should be one layer of particles, but; on the finer 
screens this amount may not be sufficient for accuracy. Using a 
larger  amount represents a compromise among the above considera- 
tions and requires the definition of an end-point. Specific suggestions 
will be discussed below. 
11. Discussion and Recommendations; 
A. 'Variations I- in Sieve Openings. The size of openings in testing sieves 
is naturally subject to some variation, being larger  for the fine-mesh 
screens. The tolerances se t  by the U. S .  Bureau of Standards for  the 
U. S .  Sieve Series (Fine Series) a r e  reproduced in Table I. Even 
though a testing sieve should be considered a precision instrument, 
Table I 
U. S. Sieve Series (Fine Series) 
Permissible Variation (70) 
Width of Average Maximum Wire 
opening opening opening* diameter 
(microns) Screen no. ( 2 )  ( + )  (mm) 
* For. sieves from the 1000 micron (No. 18) to the 37 micron (No. 400) 
size, inclusive , not more  than 5% of the openings sh(al1 exceed the 
nominal opening by more than one-half of the permissible variations 
in maximum opening. 
Note: The specifications above were set by the U. S. Bureau of Standards. 
(Table reproduced from reference 2, p. 180. ) 
still. the average opening of a particular 200-mesh sieve, for example, 
may vary - + 7% from the nominal size (0.074 mm), o r  range from 
0.069 to 0.079 mm. The maximum opening for the 200-mesh sieve 
may be 60% la rger  than the nominal size o r  0.118 mlm. 
Keeping in mind these permissible variations, i t  is clear that it  
i s  necessary to use the same set  of sieves in order to get reproducible 
results.  In a laboratory where more  than one of each sieve is in use, 
the individual sieves should have suitable identification marks. 
Where high accuracy i s  required, sieves may hte sent to the 
Bureau of Standards for calibration. Weber and  ora an^ state that 
direct measurement of a sample of sieve openings o r  wire diamzters 
i s  the! only satisfactory method of calibration. They also present an 
empirical equation for correcting the results of sieve analysis for the 
effect: of the variation in the size of openings in a particular sieve. 
As indicated by Table I, the variations become larger  for the finer 
sieves. 
B. Sample Size and Preparation. The American Society for Testing 
1 Materials requires, for  material 95% of which i s  smaller than 
2.0 mm (10 mesh), that the sample be approximately 100 grams.  
However, their purpose i s  to specify a standard test for aggregates, 
where the desired degree of accuracy i s  not a s  high a s  in research on 
sediment transportation. In particular, for well- sorted fine sands, 
100 grams could lead to considerable overloading. 
3 Shergood has studied the problem of sieve loading by a number 
of detailed tests. When using a se r ies  of sieves with ratio of open- 
ings of 2, he recommended maximum allowable residues, a s  shown in 
Table XI. When he had larger  resid~res he found that the sieves re- 
tained significant numbers of particles which should have passed 
through. 
However, when a <r se r ies  i s  being used (i. e. !, twice the number 
of sieves), he states that the ailowable residues shodid be halved be- 
cause the percentage of near-mesh size particles i s  doubled. By 
extentding his line of reasoning one step further, one deduces that f o r  
a ser ies ,  the allowable residues should be quartered, as indicated 
in Table 11. The intermediate sieves in  the table can be interpolated, 
taking ca re  to interpolate in the proper column depending on the 
closeness of spacing of sieve openings used. 
Table I1 
Recommended Maximum Residues on Individual 3 -Inch Diameter Sieves 
(after shergood3) 
British Sieve Equiv. Maximum Residue 
Sieve Opening U. S. Sieve (grams) 
No. 
-- 
mm No. - L-Series 0 - s e r i e s  $ ~ - - s e r i e s *  
* Extension based on Shergood's reasoning. 
Shergood's reasoning apparently overlookc: particle interference, 
f o r  he implies that the allowable residue depends only on the number of 
"near-mesh" particles without regard to the total number of particles. 
Thus, the values obtained by extension ( last  column i n  Table 11) appear 
more  reasonable than the values given by him for  the 2-series.  A 
loading of 25 grams on a 200-mesh sieve i s  too much under any ciscum- 
stances in the opinion of the wri ters .  
As a general rule Shergood suggests that for r iver  sands, the 
sample should be limited to between 100 and 150 grams for coarse sand, 
and between 40 and 60 grams for fine sands. He admits, however, that 
under special circumstances (such a s  fine well-sorted sands) samples 
of this size may be too large. 
The wri ters  recommend for medium or fine sands that the samples 
be limited to about 25 to 50 grams for  $-inch sieves. For  fine well- 
sorted sands the size of sample should be reduced to less than 10 to 20 
grams. 
 o or 3-inch diameter sieves these values should, of course, be 
reduced by the factor 9/64. ) These small weights a r e  necessary to 
conform to Table I1 because, for  very well -sorted sands, the largest 
residue in a 4-i ser ies  may be as much as  1/3 to 1/2 of the total sample 
wei,ght. Furthermore, for sieves finer than the 200-mesh the allowable 
residues may be expected to decrease still further. 
There is no disadvantage to using samples much smaller than the 
limits suggested above, except for  the increased care required in collect - 
ing material from the sieves, weighing it, and keeping the sieves clean 
so that particles which become stuck in the sieves ~ U I - i a g  one analysis 
a r e  not jarred loose later.  In the Sedimentation Laboratory a full sieve 
analysis on a sample of only one grarn of fine sand was recently per - 
forrned on an 8-inch set  of sieves without any unusual difficulty. 
ASTM also wisely recommends that "the selection of samples of 
an exact predetermined weight shall not be attempted". Rather, one 
should obtain the approximate weight desired by successive sample 
splitting only. This procedure still allows considerable leeway; for 
example, a sample of about 40 grams can be reduced to 30 grams by 
splitting twice and keeping all except the 1/4 portion (10 grams) normally 
considered the "yieldt' of the splitting procedure. 
C. :Duration of Sieving. ASTM requires that sieving be continued until 
l e ss  than one percent of the residue on any sieve passes in one minute. 
4 Weber and Moran state that enough time must be allowed for the f rac-  
tions retained on the several sieves to approach constancy, but that a 
protracted time allows additional opportunity for the closely sized 
particles to seek out openings slightly larger than average in each sieve. 
They suggest that the period after  which the greatest sieve fraction 
begins to lose a constant amount for  each succeeding minute is the 
optimum period on which to standardize, and that this should be approxi- 
mately 3 to 5 minutes. Shergood concludes that 9 minutes i s  adequate. 
A sieving time of 10 minutes i s  recommended a s  being adequate, 
but not excessive, when a mechanical shaking and tapping machine i s  
used, such a s  the W. S. Taylor Company's Ro-Tap Testing Sieve Shaker. 
This has been the standard practice in the Sedimentation Laboratory. 
Shergood also quite correct ly points out that inaccuracies a r e  con- 
trolled much more  effectively by reducing sample size than by increasing 
sieving duration. 
111. Summary of Recommendations 
The principal recommendations for  making sieve analyses of 
natural sands a r e  a s  follows: 
F o r  medium o r  fine sands ( less  than 0.5 mm) use a sample size 
l e s s  than 25 to 50 g rams  for $-inch d iameter  sieves, and 3 to 7 
grams fo r  3-inch diameter sieves; for  fine well-sorted sands, the 
sample size should be reduced to about 10 to 20 grams (or  1.5 to 
3 grams for 3-inch sieves). 
Smaller samples a r e  permissible but require grea ter  ca re  in 
collecting and weighing sieve fractions. 
Larger  samples a r e  not recommended because of the possibilities 
of overloading of individual sieves (especially for well-sorted 
sands), and excessive clogging. 
Samples should not be made exactly equal to some predetermined 
weight, but should be obtained by successive subdivision of a 
la rger  sample by means of a sample splitter. 
Ten minute sieving time i n  a mechanical shaking machine i s  
recommended. 
Fo r  very accurate work, sieves should be sent to the Bureau of 
Standards for  calibration. 
Fo r  reproducible resul ts ,  the same individual sieves should be 
used. Individual sieves should be marked to distinguish them from 
other sieves of same nominal opening. 
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Problems: - 
3. 1 A sieve analysis of the sand currently in the large flume in the 
Sedimentation Laboratory gave the following data: 
Tyler Sieve 
Mesh Opening Grams Percent  
(per in. ) 
- (mm. Retained Retained -
Pan 
a) Plot the above analysis on logarithmic probability paper. 
b) Fi t  a log normal distribution (i. e. a straight line) by eye and 
determine the geometric mean D and geometric standard 
mg 
deviation fl 
g ' 
c)  C<an the distiibution be represented as  an ordinary normal 
distribution (straight line on arithmetic probability paper) ? 
CHAPTER 4 - INITIATION O F  SEDIMENT MOTION 
4. 1 Introduction. In connection with certain problems which ar ise  
in the sedimentation field the engineer is often interested in knowing 
wh.at flow conditions cause incipient motion of the particles of bed 
material. For  example if one i s  designing an earth canal to transport 
clear  water, the flow conditions must be such that no motion of the 
bed material occurs o r  the channel will scour. Also, some formulas 
for: the transport of bed load require certain parameters (usually bed 
shear s t ress  or velocity) of the flow at  which motion i s  incipient. 
This chapter will present the theory and available techniques for 
predicting incipient motion, discuss the effects of the bed form, and 
present an example of analysis of earth canals to det.errnine i f  the 
bed material will be moved. 
4.2 Theory; White % Analysis. Probably the two rnos t significant 
anti widely known analyses of initiation of motion a r e  those of C. M. W.hite 
anti A. Shields. These analyses will be discussed separately. 
White (4. 1) sought to determine the factors which govern the 
initiation of motion by equating the moments which tend to move the 
grains to those which res is t  movement. Fig. 4.1 shows the forces 
acting on a typical grain which i s  in the top layer of grains on a flat 
bed. The forces parallel to the bed which tend to rotate the particle 
forward a r e  the result of the bed shear s t r e s s  which was discussed 
in section 1.9. If each surface grain res is ts  the applied bed shear of 
an element of bed areawhichis proportional to the square of the 
Fig. 4. 1 Forces acting on a sediment particle which i s  
in the top layer of grains of a flat bedl. 
diameter of the particle then the force parallel to the bed, Fh, will  be 
where 
To = bed shear s t r e s s  
ds = particle diameter 
2 C1 = constant which relates ds to area  over which particle 
res is ts  the applied bed shear s t ress .  
If the distance above the point of rotation to the point of action of Fh i s  
prapc~rtional to the diameter, then the overturning moment Mo will be 
where C2 i s  the constant ratio of the particle diameter to the moment 
a r m  of Fh. 
The resisting moment i s  due to the submerged weight of the 
particle. If this weight i s  proportional to the cube of the diameter, 
3 
C3(Y, - -yf)dS, and if i t s  moment a r m  i s  proportional to the diameter, 
C d, then the resisting moment i s  4 
whe r ~e Y s and y a r e  respectively the unit weights of the particle f 
material and the fluid. The particle will s tar t  to move when zo i s  such 
thal: Mr = Mo. This critical value of -co  is called the critical shear 
s t ress  and denoted by T . Thus, equating eq. 4 . 2  and 4 .3  and 
C 
combining the various constants into a single constant C, the result i s  
where T i s  in lb  per sq ft, ds i s  in mm and C i s  a dimensionless 
C 
constant. Thus the critical shear s t r e s s  i s  proportional to the particle 
diameter. The factor C depends on the density and shape of the 
particles, the properties of the fluid, and the arrangement of the 
surface particles. Values of C ( y  - y ) for quartz sand in water report- 
s f 
ed by various authors range from 0.013 to 0.040 i f  7: is  in lbs per 
squane foot and y and y a r e  in lbs per cu ft.  I t  will be seen from 
s 
Shields' analysis in the next section that eq. 4.4 is  valid only for a 
certain range of flow conditions, 
4.3 Theory; Shields ' Analysis. Shields (ref. 4.2) believed that i t  was 
not possible to express analytically the forces acting on a typical sedi- 
ment particle. He avoided any attempt a t  rationality by making certain 
gross  assumptions and then confirmed and supplemented the analysis 
experimentally. In the interest of brevity, Shields' relation will be 
derived here by means of dimensional analysis* rather than from the 
more involved physical reasoning which he used. 
In the case of motion of bed particles the important quantities a r e  
shear s t ress ,  T the difference in density between the sediment and 
0 )  
the fluid (ps - p f ) ,  the diameter of the particles, d the kinematic 
:; 
viscosity, 9 , and gravity, g. These five quantities can be grouped 
into two dimensionless quantities, 
and 
whtere y i s  the unit weight of water and s i s  the specific gravity 
S 
of the bed particles. The last  quantity pertains only to particles in 
water. This is as far  a s  dimensional analysis takes us and experi- 
men t ;~  must be made to determine the relation between these two 
* Dimensional analysis i s  a technique which seeks significant relations 
among the variable involved in a problem by studying the units of the 
variables and combining the variables in different di.mensionless forms. 
The three basic unlts a r e  force, length and time. Fo r  example, i f  we 
knew that force F, mass  M, and acceleration A .were related, but 
not how, dimensional analysis would lead us to examine the quantity 
F/MA, since this quantity has no units (dimensions). From experimen- 
tal evidence we conclude that F/MA = 1 .  
4 -4 
querntities. Shields made experiments to evaluate this relation and the 
results a r e  shown in fig. 4.2. At paints on the line the shear stress 
0 Amber y, = 1.06 
Fig .  4 . 2  Results of experiments by shields to determine 
the conditions for incipient motion. 
- is a t  the critical value, i. e. , 
.ro - 5. At points above the line, the 
partilcles will be moved, while at points below the line the flow will 
not move the particles. Fig. 4.2 i s  valid only for flai.1: beds. Shields1 
-- 
work is widely accepted and apparently quite reliable. 
Fig. 4.2 shows that relations of the type given in eq. 4 .4  a r e  
ds ?$ 
valid only when - i s  greater  than about 60, since only beyond 
t/ 
this point i s  the critical shear s t r e s s  proportional to the particle 
c 
= constant .= 0.06 .  
dsy(~,-1) 
Taking y = 62.4 lb per cut ft and ss  = 2.65, the value of C(y,-;.f) in 
eq. ,4. 4 i s  C(ys-yf) = 0.020 i f  T~ is in  lb per  sq  ft, d i s  in mm and 
S 
V anid V s  a r e  in lbs per  cu ft. 
4. LC Probable Effect of Bed Form on Results. The pireceding analyses 
pertain only to flat  beds for  which the slope i s  so  small  that the 
component of the weight of the particle parallel to the bed i s  negligible. 
In practical applications this situation i s  encountered infrequently. If 
the flow has ever  been great  enough to move the bed particles,  dunes 
will have formed on the bed and will have remained when the flow was 
reduced. Thus when the flow is again increased to the point where 
motion is incipient the analyses fo r  flat beds will not be applicable. 
To date no experiments or analyses have been conducted to 
determine the conditions fo r  incipient motion on a bed which i s  not 
flat. Such an analysis i s  much more  complex than that for  a flat bed 
for  two reasons. F i r s t ,  the bed shear  i s  not uniformly distributed. 
Fo:r example, in the case of dunes, the shear  s t r e s s  i s  grea ter  on the 
upstream face of the dune where the flow i s  accelera.ting and the 
velocity a t  the level of the sand grains is relatively large. On the 
downstream side of the dune which i s  sheltered, the shear  s t r e s s  will 
be l e s s  than the computed average value. The second major complica- 
tion i s  that the component of the weight of the particle parallel to the 
bed can no longer be neglected since the local slope of the bed can be 
quite large due to presence of the bed features.  On the upstream face 
this jfactor tends to resist  motion while on the downstream face the 
particle weight aids motion. 
Since the two factors  described above have opposite effects on 
the motivating fo rces  on the part icles ,  i t  i s  not certa~in whether 
incipient motion on a bed which i s  not flat will occur a t  la rger  or  
smal ler  values of shear  s t r e s s  than on a flat  bed. There i s  some 
evidence however which indicates that higher values of bed shear  s t r e s s  
are: required in the case  of the dune-covered bed. 
4 .5  Example Problem. To illustrate the use of Shields' diagram 
(fig. 4. 2) and the type of problem in which the concept of crit ical shear 
s t r e s s  a r i ses ,  an example problem will be worked out in this section. 
Given: A channel has been designed to convey c lear  
water to a f i sh  hatchery. The design calls for  a flow 
depth of 2 .0  f t  and a velocity of 2 .0  ft per  sec,, The 
channel i s  very wide so the side effects can be! neglected 
and the hydraulic radius taken a s  equal to the depth. It 
i s  to be constructed in sand which has a media.n diameter 
d = 0.915 mm (0.003 ft). For  a flat bed in this material 
S 
the Darcy friction factor (see section 1.7, eq. 1.14) is 
estimated to be f = 0.01 85 and the required channel 
slope i s  S = 0.000145. The water temperature i s  20°6 
-5 2 
and the kinematic viscosity is ?J = 1.08) x 10 ft per  sec, 
The specific gravity of the sand i s  2.65. Clear water is 
admitted to the channel and i t  i s  imperative th,at no material 
be scoured from the bed since any sand in the hatchery 
will result in instantaneous death of all the fish. 
Required: Determine i f  the existing design i s  adequate 
to deliver clear  water to the hatchery. Use Shields ' 
diagram (fig. 4.2). 
Analysis: The f i rs t  step is to evaluate the Shields para- 
meters  given in eq. 4. 5 and 4:. 6. These require the 
shear velocity u* and the bed shear s t r e s s  ao. The 
shear velocity is given in section 1-10 a s  
Therefore 
The parameter on the horizontal scale i s  then 
dsu:* (0.0031 (0.0962) = 19.5 
- -  - 
)A' 1 . 0 8 x i 0 - ~  
The shear s t ress  x o  i s  given in eq. 1.21 a s  
Fo r  this problem 
and the parameter on the vertical scale is 
"v. 
Using these values in fig, 4.2, the resultant point falls above 
the line so  scour will occur in the channel. 
Conclusion: If the fish are to be saved, the channel must 
be redesigned. 
Ref erelace s : 
4. 1 White, C.M., "Equilibrium of Grains on Bed of' a Stream1', 
Proc. of Royal Soc. of London, vol. 174 A, 1940, pp. 322-334. 
4.2 Shields, A . ,  "Application of Similarity Principles and Turbulence 
Research to Bed-Load Movementft, Tr.  by W. P'. Ott and 
J. C. van Uchelen, Soil Conservation Service Cooperative 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
California. 
Problem: - 
4. 1 Using the data obtained in the laboratory experiment on initiation 
of motion, compute Shields' parameters (eqs. 4.5 and 4. 6). ?lot the 
parameters on Shieldsf diagram (fig. 4.2) to determine how accurately 
the fitted curve predicts the conditions for initiation of motion in this 
3 
case. U s e  y = 62.4 lb/ft , S = 2 . 6 8 ,  
S 
and 61 = 0.  23 mm = 9.00075 ft. Values of v a re  given in ref. 1.1, 
S 
page 15. The flume i s  2.79 f t  wide. 
CHAPTER 5 - THEORY OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORTATION 
5. 1 . Introduction. The sediment transported by a stream can be divided 
into (a) bed load and (b) suspended load. The bed load moves on or  
neam the bed and the suspended load is carr ied  in the fluid away from the 
bed. There is no sharp division between these two components of the 
load. The two te rms  a r e  used for convenience in discussing transporta- 
tion but actually have no other use. The sum of the bed load and 
suspended load i s  called the total load. 
The load of a stream can also be divided into two parts according 
to grain size. The fine fraction i s  called the wash load and consists of 
fine grains found only in very small quantities in the bed. The other 
part of the load is called the bed material load and i s  made up of grain 
sizles found in appreciable quantities in the bed. 
The rate of transportation of sediment by a stream i s  called sedi- 
ment discharge and the discharge is considered in parts like the load. 
For  example, one can refer  to bed load discharge, suspended load 
discharge, bed material discharge, letc. The sediment discharge of a 
stream is usually given in lbs per sec or tons per day. 
The early studies of transportation dealt with sands where the 
sediment discharges were low and most of the load was bed load. The 
main objective of these studies was to develop relatioms for total sedi- 
ment discharge. Many such relations appear in the literature. These 
a r e  mostly empirical in  nature because little progress has been made in 
analyzing bed movement. 
Since about 1935 much progress has been made in the mechanics of 
suspension and this phase of the problem i s  relatively well understood. 
Hovvever, before a complete transport theory can be ~developed, further 
progress must be made with the problem of m0vemen.t near the bed. 
5 .  2. Mechanism of Sediment Suspension. Sediment i s  lifted off of the 
bed of a stream and carr ied  up into the body of the flow by the vertical 
components of the turbulence velocities. In fig. 5.1 v' is the instan- Y 
taneous value of the vertical turbulence velocity and v i s  the mean 
velocity at  a point a distance y above the bed. The ,velocity v' Y 
Fig. 5 . 1 .  Upward transport of sediment by turbulence fluctuations. 
measured a t  the small rectangle with sides dx and dz i s  sometimes 
up and sometimes down and also varies in magnitude. Since there i s  na~ 
net flow in the vertical direction the mean value of v' i s  zero o r  in 
Y 
other words in a given interval of time the upward and downward flow 
will be equal in volume. It i s  known from experience: that the concen- 
tra,tion of sediment in a stream decreases with distance up from the bed. 
Therefore the upward flow through the a r ea  dxdz will tend to be richer 
in seldirnent than the downward flow and these will  be a net upward 
tra:nsfer of sediment despite the fact that there i s  no net flow of water. 
The rate of upward transfer of sediment by the diffusion process just 
described is given in text books (ref. 1. 2, p. 9 5 )  in terms of a diffusion 
coefficient. The differential equation for  the steady state distribution 
of the concentration of suspended sediment is obtained by equating the 
rate of upward flow of sediment due to turbulence diffusion to the down- 
ward flow rate due to settling under the force of gravity (see ref. 1. 2, 
p. '37). 
5.3. Distribution of Suspended Load. Eq. 5. 1 gives the relative distr i-  
butiioln of sediment concentration in a two dimensional. steady uniform 
flow. 
W W z=-- =-  IT- k13* . 
In these equations c is the concentration a t  distance) y up f rom the 
bed, ca  i s  the concentration a t  some reference level y = a, w is the 
settling velocity of the sediment gra ins  in the s t r eam,  k is the 
von Karman constant with a value of 0 . 4  for  c l ea r  flows, T~ is the bed 
shea r  s t r e s s  in lbs  per  s q  f t  a s  given by eq. 1. 21 and is the density 
of the water  in slugs pe r  cu f t  ( 1 .  94 slugs pe r  c u  ft). The concentrations 
c i2nd ca can  be measured  in  any units, fo r  instance, g r a m s  per  l i t e r  
o r  pa r t s  pe r  million. The eqs. 5.1 and 5. 2 apply to  that fraction of the 
sedlirnent with settling velocity w. The settling velocity should be 
determined under concentrations and other conditions that exist in the 
s t r eam but i t  is often taken a s  the velocity of a grain in  a c lear  un- 
boumtled fluid, 
Fig.  5. 2 is a graph of the relative concentration of suspended 
sediment according to eq. 5. 1 for  severa l  values of z and with the 
reference level a = .05d. Thera t io  (y-a) / (d-4 is the fract ion of the 
distance f rom the reference level t o  the water surface.  It will be seen  
that the concentration tends to  become uniform for  low values of z and 
that for  high z values the suspended load is concentrated near  the bed. 
Since z is proportional to  the settling velocity w in  a given flow, i. e . ,  
a givlen k and u,,, the coa r ses t  ma te r i a l  will have the highest z value. 
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Also the coa r se  mater ia l  will be contcentrated near  the bed and the fine 
mater ia l s  will tend to  be m o r e  nearly uniformly distributed i n  the flow. 
A given sediment with a given settling velocity will yield a low value of 
z in  a s t r eam with high bed shear  s t r e s s  .ro and a hdgh value of z for  
low ,to. Since T = y d s ,  l a rge  shea r  s t r e s s  and low z a r e  associated 
0 
witlh deep and s teep s t r e a m s  which will a l so  have high velocities and 
t ranspor t  capacities.  Thus i t  can be seen  that the t e r m  u,:, in  the 
denominator of the formula  fo r  z i s  a measure  of the transporting 
capacity of a s t ream.  The settling velocity w i s  a measure  of the 
effort necessary  to  t ranspor t  o r  suspend a grain.  Since z is propor-  
tional to the rat io  of w to u* i t  can be considered a,s a measure  of the 
Fig. 5 .  2. Distribution of suspended load in a flow 
according to eq. 5. 1. 
effort which a stream exerts  to transport the sediment, i. e. , a small 
value of z means that the s t ream needs to exer t  only a small  part  of 
the available effort to t ransport  the sediment. 
5.4. Validity of Distribution Equation. Eq. 5. 1 will. plot a straight 
line on a logarithmic graph of concentration c against d-y/y. The 
slope of this line will be 2; logarithmic cycles on the c axis per cycle 
on the axis of d - ~ / ~ .  The value of z can be determined by plotting 
measured concentration of a given size fraction a t  several  depths on such 
a logarithmic graph. An example of several  graphs lor measurements 
in ia flume a r e  shown in fig. 5. 3 which i l lustrates  tha.t the form of eq. 
5. 1 is  correct .  In fig. 5 .4  a r e  shown measured concentration plotted 
against y-a/d-a along with curves which show values calculated by 
eq. 5. 1 with z values determined graphically a s  outlined above. The 
data on the s t reams on which the concentration measurements of fig. 
5 .4  were made a r e  shown in table 5. 1. It will be seen that fig. 5.4 
Table 5. i . Data for  Curves of Figure 5.4. 
ft  per  f t  
- - -  .- - -A =-:%-*a. - 
0. 16 
-----.. -- -. - -. -- 
Sizeof ; Conc. at 
suspended 1 reference I Site of sand level measure - 
.044 
at  Omaha 
,062 
.10 
-0: 1 ::::O 1~i~:;;:R. 
.074 
-- 
10-17-51 
.10 Laboratory 
. 10  1 17 .0  / Laboratory 
Missouri R .  
to a t  Omaha 
. 210 10-17-51 
.208 ' 0.56 I Laboratory to 
.295 
_i- 
Fig .  5 . 3 .  Measured concentration of suspended 
load a t  center of flume 10.5 in wide. 
a k 6 b t t o m  Relative Concentrat~on , C / C ~  
Fig. 5.4. Vertical distribution of relative concentration 
of suspended sedimen,t over a wide range of conditions of 
flow and sediment size. 
represents  a wide range of s t reams and that the curves fit  the data very 
well. 
To calculate the z value one must f i r s t  calculate the settling 
velocity w, the shear velocity u* and the von Karrnan constant k. 
Valfues of z calculated for  laboratory s t reams  using values of w for 
whkich the effect of concentration has been estimated and measured k 
values have agreed within a few percent of z values determined by the 
graphical procedure outline above. 
Values of k have been observed to decrease from 0.4 for  clear  
water to as little as 0. 2 for high concentration of suspended load (ref. 
5. I ) .  Fig. 1 .5  shows velocity profiles for a c lear  fl.ow with k = 0.4 
and a heavily laden flow with k = 0.2.  The value of k can be calculated 
from graphs of velocity versus  log y o r  log y/d a s  shown in fig. 
5. 1 ,  From eq. 1 .  22 it can be seen that the slope I\J of the straight 
line in  fig. 1.5a i s  
L. log - 
y1 N=- .-  k 
V2"v1 2 . 3  ,/- 
N can be determined from the semi-log graph like fig. 5. l a  and k 
them calculated using known values of d and S. 
The problem of determining z for  a s t ream where no measure-  
ments a r e  available i s  not solved satisfactorily. No good way i s  avail- 
ab1.e of determining w even if the concentration of suspended sediment 
were known and this concentration cannot be estimated very closely. 
The value of k also depends on the concentration. Einstein and Chien 
(ref .  5. 2) have plotted observedl values of k against the parameter 
where ci i s  the concentration of grains with settling velocity w V iJ  
i s  the mean flow velocity, Sf i s  the friction slope and ys and y are 
respectively the specific weight of the sediment and water. The L 
denotes summation for al l  values of ci and wi. This graph can be 
used to estimate k af ter  one has estimated the concentration. 
In view of the imperfect state of theories of se~diment suspension 
the: prediction of the distribution of sediment in a f1o.w must continue to 
involve the exercise of judgement and the result can only be considered 
an estimate. 
5 . 5 .  Application of Distribution Equation. The exponent z in eq. 5. 1 
can be used directly to judge qualitatively if appreciable quantities of 
sediment a r e  being carried in suspension. As can be seen from fig. 5 . 2  
whien z exceeds about 2 or  3 most of the sediment i s  moving near the 
bed. For  such cases  one would expect the stream to appear clear when 
viewled from the bank. On the other hand if z was i n  the neighborhood 
of 0.  I one would expect to see sediment on the surface of the stream. 
The knowledge of z values will immediately enable one to visualize 
the stream and the kind of load it  will carry .  
The suspended load discharge of a stream can 'be calculated by 
surnrning up the discharge of all the filaments of the flow from the bed 
to the surface of the stream. A filament of flow one foot wide and a 
small distance dy in height will discharge a volume of water per sec 
equal to vdy where v i s  the mean velocity of the filament. If the 
concentration of suspended sediment at  the level y of the filament i s  
c lbs per cu f t  then the sediment discharged by the filament per sec is  
c vdy. To sum up the sediment discharge of all  filaments one integrates 
c vdy o r  i" cvdy.  
Eq. 5. 1 for c and eq. 1. 22 for v can be substituted into eq. 5. 3 to 
yielld an involved relation for the suspended load disc:harge in terms of 
ca the reference concentration. Since there i s  no straight forward 
relation for  ca, the integral cannot be evaluated precisely. Einstein 
has evaluated ca  using a bed load equation in his paper on the bed load 
. function (ref. 5. 3). Since r iver sediments a r e  well graded they must 
be broken up into several size fractions and the integration of eq. 5.3 
performed for each size fraction. 
5.6.  Bed Load. There a r e  no reliable theories for bed-load discharge 
and all  expressions available a r e  based almost entirely on experimental 
results.  The interaction between flow and the grains on the bed and the 
yet formation of dunes makes up a very complicated system that hay to  yield 
to <analysis. Solution of the problem of the behavior of the bed must 
progress before transport relations can be put on a f i rm foundation. 
Until such progress i s  made, calculation of the bed load discharge a s  
well a s  the total discharge must  rely on empirical relations. 
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Problem: - 
5.1 The table below gives velocity distribution and suspended sand 
distribution for  the fraction of the material  passing the . 105 mm sieve 
anld retained on the .074 mrn sieve a t  vertical 6 - 3  on the Missouri 
River a t  Omaha on 4 Nov. 1952. On this day the slope of the s t ream 
was -000120, the depth was 7.8 ft ,  the width was 800 ft, the water 
0 ternperature was 7 C, and the flow was approxim ately uniform. 
Y v C 
dlistance up from velocity concentration 
bottom ft/sec (in size fraction 
f t  0.074-0.llrJ5 rnm) 
-- gr/ l  - 
0.7 4.30 0.41 1 
0.9 4.50 0,380 
5 . 8  5.70 
6.8 5.95 
7.8 (surface) - 
a)  Plot the velocity profile on semi-logarithmic graph paper (v vs. log yj 
d -!? and concentration profile on log-log paper (c vs. -- ). Draw straight 
Y 
l ines giving the best fit to the plotted points. 
b) Compute f rom data given and your graphs the following quantities; 
u *  = shear  velocity 
V = mean velocity (at vertical. C -3) 
k = von Karman constant 
f = Darcy friction factor 
z = exponent of suspended. load equation from graph 
z = w/ku*. 
c) Compute the ra te  of t ransport  of this particular s ize fraction of 
sand in pounds per second per foot by graphical integration of the 
product cv. 
CHAPTER 6 - SEDIMENT DISCHARGE FORMULAS 
6.  1. Introduction. The most important practical objective of research 
in sedimentation i s  to obtain an expression for the sediment discharge in  
t e rms  of hydraulic parameters and sediment properties. With such a 
relation i t  would be possible to predict the amount of degradation, 
aggradation o r  bank erosion to be expected in a s t ream,  and i t  would be 
possible also to plan work to limit tlhese occurrences to tolerable 
amlorunts or to eliminate them if  undesirable. Because sedimentation 
mechanics i s  only imperfectly developed, sediment discharge relations 
a r e  largely empirical in nature and do not give precise results. 
The older formulas a r e  very often referred to as  bed ioad 
formufas apparently because the bed load was probably the largest part 
of the load in the experiments on which the formulas were based. Newer 
formulas which account explicitly for the suspended ioad a r e  sometimes 
cal.led total load o r  total sediment discharge formulas. Actually all of 
the transport formulas a r e  total load formulas but each one applies to a 
limited se t  of conditions depending on the data upon which i t  is based. 
In the following paragraphs several of the better known formulas 
wil.1 be presented and compared with a view to evaluating them for use 
in engineering work. 
6.2. Sediment Discharge Formulas. The following formulas a r e  given 
be1 ow: 
(a) Meyer Peter  (ref. 6. 1) (eq. 6 .  1) 
(b) Schoklitsch (ref. 6. 2) (eq. 6 . 2 )  
(c) Duboys (ref. 1.2, p. 794) (eq. 6.3) 
(d) Shields (ref. 1.2, p. 795) (eq. 6.4) 
(e) Einstein-Brown (ref.  1. 2, p. 797) (eq. 6.5) 
(f) Meyer Peter  -Muller (ref. 6. 1) (eq. 6.6) 
(g) Laursen (ref. 6.3) (eq. 6. 7) 
(h) Einstein Bed Load Function (ref. 5 .  3) (eq. 6. 8) 
In the following formulas gs i s  the bed material discharge p e r  ft 
of width of stream. The wash load is not given by th~e formulas. As cam 
be seen the equations apply to two-dimensional flow. 
(a) Meyer Peter  Formula (ref. 6.1). 
( 6 .  fa) 
gs = sediment discharge in lbs per sec per f t  of channel width.. 
= water discharge in cfs per f t  of channel width. 
dm = mean size of sedirnent in ft according to eq. 6. la. 
pi = weight percent of bed sediment with mlean size d 
where dsi i s  in ft. s i 
Z denotes summation over all size fractions of bed sediment. 
1 
To determine dm, a mechanical analysis of a representative 
@ample of bedmaterial must f i r s t  'be made. The bed rnaterial is then 
divided into a convenient number of size fractions and the mean size 
dsi isnd weight percent p of each fraction determined. The sum of 
s i 
the products pidsi i s  then obtained and divided by 100 as in  eq. 6. l a .  
The IMeyer Peter  formula a s  written in eq. 6.1 is valid only for  the 
foot-lbs-sec system of units. 
(b) Schoklitsch formula (ref. 6 . 2 ) .  
slope of channel in ft per ft. 
mean size of a size fraction of the bed sediment in inches. 
weight percent of bed sediment with mean size d" 
si' 
the value of q at which sediment motion begins in cfs 
per ft. 
denotes summation over all  size fractions. 
( c )  Duboys formula (ref. 1 . '2 ,  p. 794). 
3 
$1 = coefficient depending on mean size of bed sediment, ft  per 
lb  per sec. 
To = y d S  = bed shear s t ress  in lbs per sq  ft. 
T = critical bed shear s t ress  in Ibs per sq ft. 
C 
9 and dC a r e  given in fig. 6.1 a s  functions of the mean size of bed 
sedkment.. (after Straub) 
y = specific weight of water lbs per c u  ft. 
d = water depth. 
S = slope of channel. 
(d) Shields formula (ref. 1. 2, p ~ .  795). 
s = specific gravity of sediment. S 
ds = mean size of bed sediment. 
T = critical bed shear s t r e s s  given in  graph, fig. 4.2, 
C 
p = mass density of water. 
1.2 = kinematic viscosity of water. 
y = specific weight of water. 
Since the Shields formula i s  dimensionally homogeneous, any consistent 
set of units can be used in  it. 
( e )  Einstein-Brown formu1.a (ref. 1. 2, p. 797). 
The function f is given i n  fig. 6,. 2. Other symbols acre as defined 
previlously. Any sys tem of units can  be used with the above formula. 
( f )  Meyer  P e t e r  -Muller formula  (ref.  6.1). 
/ 
f = function of Reynolds number and relat ive ra~ughness  E /D 
given in  cha r t  fo rm,  for  example, s e e  fig. 8. 8, p. 182, 
ref .  1.1.  
4 V d  R = -= Reynolds number. Y (1.6)  
€ d9 0 
- = - = relative roughness. II 4d (6.6b) 
dgO = s i ze  of sediment in  bed for which 90 percent by wright i s  
f iner ,  ft. 
Other symbols a r e  a s  defined fo r  eqs .  6 .  1 and 6.4. Any system of units 
may be used in  eq. 6.6. 
(g) Laursen formula (ref.  6.3). 
*Eq. 6.6 like other formulas  i s  for  two-dimensional flow. For methods 
of correct ing f o r  effects of banks and reducing channel flow to 
equivalent two-dimensional flow see ref. 6. 1. 
- 
c = mean sediment discharge concentration in percent by weight. 
w. = settling velocity of particle with size 
t dsi in fps. 
dsi= mean size of the grains in a size fraction of the bed materirtl 
in ft. 
T' = bed shear s t r e s s  due to grain roughness of a grain of size 
oi d in lbs per sq  ft. si 
.r' = 4 dsi = critical bed shear s t r e s s  for  particle of size 
ci  dsi ft. 
u* = IgdS = total shear velocity in fps. 
V = mean flow velocity in fps. 
u* 
f(;;;r) = graphical function given in fig. 6 . 3 .  
1 
indicates summation of values for each size fraction. 
i 
(h) Einstein bed load function (ref. 5.3). Space does not permit the 
presentation and explanation of al l  of the equations and charts needed to 
make calculations by this method. For this information the reader i s  
referred to the original publications (ref. 6 . 5  and 5. 3).  
6 .  3 .  Flow Formulas. A sediment discharge formula i s  used in design 
work to give a relation between the water discharge q and sediment 
discharge gs. For  the Meyer Peter  and Schoklitsch formulas, eqs. 
6.1 and 6 .  2 ,  this result can be obtained in a straight forward manner. 
Once the slope S and mechanical analysis of the bed material have 
been determined, values of q a r e  assumed and g is calculated. A 
s 
curve of gs versus q can then be prepared. Such a curve will be 
called a sediment discharge rating curve. 
A l l  of the other formulas presented contain terms such as  the 
shear s t ress ,  depth and mean velocity. In order to express g in terms 
s 
of q in such equations, a relation between q and depth i s  needed. The 
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Fig. 6. 2. Graph of function = f ( I )  for  Einstein- 
Brown eq. 6 . 5 .  

flour equation, i. e . ,  the Chezy equation gives such a :relation, however, 
in order  to use it, one must know the friction factor.  As already stated 
the friction factor of alluvial s t r eams  varies  and i t s  precise determina- 
tion i s  not possible. There a r e  two methods of analyzing flow in 
alluvial channels which give indirectly the friction factor (refs .  6.5, 
6.6). The f i r s t  of these presented by Einstein and Bairbarossa (ref .  6.5) 
i s  baaed on r iver  measurements while the other i s  based mainly on 
laboratory data. In the calculations b y  formulas presented in the next 
section the discharge q was determined by the Einstein-Barbarossa 
method. This gave a relation between q and the depth which could be 
presented graphically a s  a flow rating curve. 
The Einstein-Barbarossa method of developing a rating curve i s  
based on the idea that the bed friction of an alluvial s t r eam can be 
divided into two parts ,  one due to the sand grain roughness and the other 
to the dunes o r  bed irregulari t ies .  The total bed friction resul ts  in a 
bed shear  s t r e s s  ro which according to the above idea i s  made up of a 
part  T' due to the sand grain roughness and T: due to the bed 
0 
irregularities.  
Because of space limitations, the relations of the Einstein - 
Barbarossa method cannot be presented. The reader i s  referred to the 
original publication (ref. 6.5) f o r  complete information on the method, 
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Problem: - 
6. 1 Calculate the sediment discharge per  unit width fo r  the Colorado 
River a t  Taylor 's  F e r r y  for  a depth of 10 f t  and flow ra t e  of 40 cfs  per  
f t  using the following 7 equations, 
(a) Meyer P e t e r  (eq. 6.11) 
(b) Schoklitsch (eq. 6. 2) 
(c) Duboys (eq. 6.3) 
(d) Shields (eq. 6.4) 
(e) Einstein-Brown (eq. 6.5) 
(f) Meyer P e t e r  -Muller (eq. 6. 6) 
(g) i a u r s e n  (eq. 6.7) 
The slope and data on sediment a r e  given i n  tables 7. 1, 7. 2 and 7.3. 
 he c l a s s  will be divided into 7 groups of 4 to  5 men each and each 
group shal l  solve the problem fo r  2 equations.) 
CHAPTER 7 - COMPARISON OF SEDIMENT DISCHAELGE FORMULAS 
7.1 Basis for Comparison. As indicated previously, sediment dis- 
charge formulas a re  based almost entirely on laboratory data. Since 
very little i s  known about how transport relations will change, if at 
all, as  the size of streams increases there i s  no basis for judging 
how well formulas based on data from small laboratory streams will 
apply to large streams such as  rivers. Further uncertainties are 
introduced because natural streams differ from laboratory flows in 
that their channels a re  irregular in cross-section and alignment. 
The ideal method of evaluating formulas i s  to compare actual measured 
sediment discharges of rivers with the values given by formulas. Un- 
fortunately, very few good total sediment discharge measurements on 
rivers a re  available due to the difficulty and expense of making them. 
Measurements made at  the following sites were used in comparing 
the formulas: 
1. Colorado River a t  Taylor Is Ferry  (ref. 7. I.) 
2. Niobrara River near Cody, Nebraska (ref. 7.2) 
3. Mountain Creek near Greenville, South Carolina (ref ,  7.3) 
4. West Goose Creek near Oxford, Mississippi (ref. 7.3). 
The total bed material load of the Colorado River was based on 
suspended load samples and calculations by the modified Einstein 
method developed by Colby and Hembree (ref. 7.2). This method uses 
measured velocities, depths and suspended load samples in modifica- 
tions of the equations presented by Einstein in  his bed load function 
(ref. 5.3) . It has the advantage that actual measured values for 
some important quantities are  used in the equations instead of calculated 
values . 
In the other three streams, 2, 3 and 4, total load, including bed 
load was measured directly. 
Values of the main properties and dimensions (of the four streams 
are  listed in table 7. 1. The streams vary in size frorn the Colorado 
with depth up to 12 ft and widths of about 350 ft to west Goose Creek 
with depth of a few inches and a width of 13 ft. The bed material was 
medium sand except for Mountain Creek which has coarse sand. 
Table 7. 1 
Properties of Streams at  Sites of Sediment Discharge Measurements 
r-- 
I Data 
depth range - - - - d-ft 
rangein  q - - - - cfs/ft 
width - - - - - - f t  
slope - - - - -  - ft/ft 
temperature - - - 0 F 
Georn. mean sed. size ,mm 
Georn. s td. deviation, 5i 
I mean size - - - a,-mm 
- 
Crrloradc 
R. 
4- 12 
8- 35 
350 
.00021; 
6 0 
.320 
1.44 
.2 87 
-330 
.378 
.- - 
.396 
Stream 
Niobrara 
R. 
0.7-1.: 
1.7-5 
110 
.001zq 
60 
.283  
1.6 
.233 
.277 
. 3 3 5  
,530 
.342 
M rountair 
- 
Cr. 
. .16-. 45 
2-1.1 
14 
.00157 
78 
.86 
1. 8 
0.68 
0.86 
1.08 
1. 88 
1.02 
W. Goosl 
Cr. 
.12-. 25 
0.2-0.6 
13 
.00305 
68 
. 2  87 
1.5 
. 245  
.287 
.330 
.470 
,308 
Mountain Crezk had the coarsest  bed material 
The sieve analyses of the bed sediments for the streams a r e  
sho3wn in table 7. 2. Table 7.3 shows the size fractions into which the 
sediments were divided in the ca.lculations with formulas of Schoklitsch, 
Laursen and the Einstein bed load function. This tab1.e also give the 
settling velocities calculated according to charts of ref. 6.4 with a 
shape factor of 0.7. 
The observed sediment discharges used in comparing formu1a.s 
exclude the wash load and include only bed material load. The wash 
load for  the Niobrara River consisted of particles finer than . 125 mm. 
The wash loads for the other s t reams were not given but are presumed 
to have been small. 
DEPTH d ( f t  ) 
Fig.  7. 1. Flow rating curve f o r  Colorado River at 
Taylor 's  F e r r y  calculated. by Einstein-Bar'barossa 
method compared with measurements .  
- 
OBSERVEQ 
CALCULATED 
DEPTH d ( f t  ) 
Fig. 7. 2. Flow rating curve for  Mountain Creek calculated 
by Einstein-Barbaros s a  method, compared with measurements .  
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DEPTH d ( ft ) 
Fig. 7. 3 .  Flow rating curve for  West Goose Creek calculated 
b ; y i n s t e i n - ~ a r b a r o s s a  method, compared with me asurernents. 
Fig .  7 .4 .  Sediment rating curves for  Colorado River at  
Taylor 's  F e r r y  according to se.veral formulas,  compared 
with measurements .  
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Fig.  7.5. Sediment rating curves for  Niobrary River near 
Cody, Nebraska according to  severa l  formulas ,  compared 
with measurements .  
Fig.  7 - 6 ,  Sediment rating curves for Mountain Creek 
near  Creenville,  South Carolina according to severa l  
formulas ,  compared with measurements .  
WATER DISCHARGE ( c f s / f t  1 
Fig. 7 .7 .  Sediment rating curves for West Goose Creek 
near Oxford, M i s s i s  s ippi  according to several formulas, 
compared with measurements. 
The observed data for  the four s t r eams  showed fluctuations in 
quantities a s  surface slope, water temperature and grain size of bed 
sediment. In making the calculatioris mean values of these quantities 
were used. The following notes indicate how some cb the important 
quantities were selected. 
Colorado River a t  Taylor 's  Ferry .  The measured surface slopes 
( ref, 7. 1) varied f rom ,000147 to .000333. In the: calculations the 
ari.thmetic average of al l  measured slopes o r  .000217 was used. The 
water temperature varied between 48 and 8 1 ° ~ .  A temperature of 
60°F' was used in the calculations. 
Niobrara River. All sediment discharge data in ref. 7 .2  were 
used. The temperature of the water varied between 33 and 86 '~ .  In 
the calculations a temperature of 6o0I? was used. To obtain qs the 
total sediment discharge was divided by 135 ft, a mean width for  the 
s t ream obtained for  Fig. 24, ref,  7.2. A slope of .00129 was used in 
the calculations. The mean water surface slope from data of Table 24, 
p. 26 of ref. 7. 2 is .00121. 
Mountain Creek. The surface slope of Mountain Creek varied 
between . O O  136 and -00  175 during the measurements.  Only those data 
wexe used fo r  which the slope fell  within the range .00155 to .00160. 
A value of .00157 for the slope was used in the calculations. The 
water temperature f o r  the measurements used varied between 15 and 
25 .5" ~.  A temperature of 7 8 O ~  (25.5 '~)  was used in the calculations. 
A vvidth of 14. 22 f t  was assumed to obtain q and gs. 
West Goose Creek. T he measured water surface slope of 
West Goose Creek varied between .00248 and .00315. Only those data 
were used i n  the sediment rating curve for which the slope ranged 
between .00291 and .00315, A value of .00305 was used for  the slope 
in  the calculations. A width of 12. 87 f t  and a temperature of 6 8 O ~  
were used i n  the calculations. 
Table 7-2 
Sieve Analysis of Bed Material of Streams 
Mr. Goose Cr. 
% finer 
0.42 
1.7 
8. 8 
34.0 
70.0 
93.1 
99.0 
99.9 
7 .2  Results of Calculations. Figs. 7.1, 7 .2  and 7. 3 show flow rating 
curves for  the Colorado River, Mountain Creek and West Goose Creek 
respectively.* The solid line shows the calculated values according to 
the Einstein-Barbarossa method and the dots indicate measured values. 
The curve for the Colorado River agrees well with the measurements. 
The curves for the other two streams,  figs. 7.2 and 7 . 3 ,  indicate too 
large a depth for a given discharge. The large discrepancy between 
the curves and the actual data will no doubt introduce e r r o r s  into the 
sediment discharge calculations. However in order to compare all 
forrnulas on the basis of calculations only the calculated flow rating 
curves were used. 
The sediment discharge rating curves according to the formulas 
and the measurements a r e  plotted on figs. 7 . 4  to 7 . 7 .  It  i s  immediately 
apparent that there is a wide scatter of the results for the different 
forrnulas. However the measurements fall  within the calculated curves 
*The Plow sating curve for  the Niobrara River was omitted. 
Table 7, 3 
Size Fractions of Bed Sediment used in Calculations 
% loy mean size, 
wt. pi dsi 
-- 
Stream rnm ft 
Colorado giver 
T = 6 0 F  
I I 
settling vel. w I 
in the four cases presented. It also seems pertinent to note that there 
i s  scatter in the measurements themselves which frequently may vary 
as much as  50 to 100 percent from the mean. 
In observing the graphs i t  i s  seen that some of the formulas 
give consistently steeper rating curves than others. For instance, the 
curves for the Einstein bed load function, Laursen and Meyer Peter- 
Muller equations a re  usually steeper than the others. The latter three 
equations seem to give slopes that are  reasonably clolse to those of 
curves through the data, although the curves do not always agree with 
the data. 
The sediment rating curves on logarithmic gr#aphs can be 
approximated by straight lines with the equation 
g s = B qm (7.1) 
where rn i s  the slope of the line on the logarithmic sediment discharge 
rating curves and B i s  given by the position of the line on the chart. 
The mean concentration c of sediment in the flow is given by 
rn 
c i s  called sediment discharge concentration. If rn = 1 the con- 
m 
centration c will be independent of flow rate q and if m exceeds 
m 
unity c will increase a s  q increases. Experience has shown, and 
m 
i t  i s  reasonable to expect, that the concentration increases with q. 
Therefore one can expect that m should be greater than unity, i. e. 
that: the sediment discharge rating curves on logarithmic graphs should 
have steeper slopes than unity. Experience indicates that the slopes 
should be between 2 and 3 (ref. 7.4). Curves fitted to the data points 
shown in  figs. 7.4 to 7 .7  have slopes, m, in this ramge. 
It will be noted from the graphs that the rating; curves from the 
formulas of Meyer-Peter, Schoklitsch, Duboys, Shiel!ds and Einstein- 
Brolwn r i se  too slowly especially for high discharges. The fact that 
the above 5 formulas give realistic slopes at low sediment discharges 
and slopes that a r e  too flat a t  high discharges i s  compatible with the 
idea that these a r e  "bed loadft formulas intended to apply only when 
the load was mostly bed load, Two of the streams, the Colorado and 
Nio'brara were known to have appreciable suspended load and hence 
one would not expect Itbed loadw formulas to apply to them. As a 
further check the value of the exponent z can be used to judge the 
dist:ribution between bed and suspended load. Values of z for the 
four s t reams a r e  shown in table 7.4. These values were calculated 
for the geometric mean sediment size and for maximum and minimum 
flows. Mountain Creek i s  the only stream with values in excess of 
2. 5 and which strictly speaking i s  a "bed loadn strearn. Because of 
this one would expect the so-called Itbed loadt1 formulas to fit  the 
Mountain Creek measurements bet ter  than those of the other streams. 
However this i s  not the case. 
Table 7.4 
Va.lues of Exponent z for  Streams, Based on Mean Sediment Size 
and a Value for von Karman k of 0.4 
I Stream min 
I 
Colorado River 60 1 6.0 60 2. 2 I. 4 
- ------ - 
Niobrara River I, 0 
--. 60 7 - 1 . 0  -- 
Mcruntain C reek 78 10. 2 4. 0 
7 . 3  Recommendations. F rom the limited evidence presented here it 
is  not possible to recommend strongly any formula or  formulas. It is 
clear that the statement by the Fontana Sedimentation Conference in 
1954 (ref. 7. 5), that, in applying formulas, e r ro r s  of 100 percent a r e  
to 'be expected applies to the present; cases. Based on the evidence 
preslented, the following statements a r e  made with the idea that they 
will serve a s  a guide in  the use of formulas until better information i s  
available. 
1. Values of sediment discharge calculated by formulas a r e  
to be considered as  estimates only since the e r r o r s  involved 
may be f 00 percent o r  more. 
2. When possible, i t  i s  desirable to use more than one formula 
to calculate sediment discharge. By comparing the results 
from several formulas one gets a rough idea of their reliability. 
3, Calculated sediment discharge rating curves which have 
slopes on logarithmic graphs which a r e  in the neighborhood 
of unity a r e  too flat;. These curves should noit be used especially 
in cases where one i s  interested in the difference between,or 
the ratio of,sediment discharges for different flows in the same 
channel. In such cases the use of sediment discharge rating 
curves with slopes of between 2 and 3 on 1oga:rithmic graphs 
should give more reliable results . 
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CHAPTER 8 - ROUGHNESS OF ALLUVIAL CHANNELS 
8.1.  Need fo r  Knowledge of Roughness of Alluvial Clhennels. The 
-
problem of c l ea r  flow in fixed boundary channels has  bzen studied 
extensively and the fr ic t ion factor  of such flows can  be predicted quite 
accurately.  F o r  such channels the roughness of the boundaries i s  
constant and can be determined once fo r  a l l  t ime fo r  each mater ial .  The 
fluid propert ies  vary only with tempera ture  and i n  a :;vstematic way 
which can be determined quite accurately.  
In the c a s e  of s t r e a m s  which t ranspor t  their  bed 'material, and 
which have movable, deformable beds, the problem of determining the 
res i s tance  to  flow is much m o r e  complicated. Since the fo rm of the 
boundary i s  re lated to the depth and velocity of flow, the propert ies  of 
the fluid and bed mater ia l ,  and the geometry of the channll ,  the rough- 
ness  of the channel i s  not constant but can take on an infinite number of 
values. Fur the rmore ,  there  is no reason to suspect that a mixture of 
water  and sediment will have the same  propert ies  and behavior a s  c l ea r  
water ,  and indeed it does not. The effects of the suspended sediment 
i n  this respec t  a r e  not understood well enough to be expressed  quanti- 
tatively. Since the depth and velocity of flow, channel roughness, 
sediment concentration in  the flow, and in some c a s e s  the channel 
geometry (if there  i s  significant scour  o r  deposition of bed mater ial)  
a r e  al l  interrelated,  i t  is not possible to make experiments  to  study 
each variable separately by holding al l  var iables  constant except the one 
under consideration. In the language of mathematics  , the problem is 
inhe r entl y nonlinear. 
All of these difficulties do not l e s sen  the need for l:mwledge of the 
roughness of alluvial channels since no design o r  analysis of any water 
conveyance channel can  procede very f a r  without such knowledge. To 
i l lustrate  the types of problems which requi re  knowledge of roughness, 
a hypjothetical problem will be discussed. 
Suppose that  you a r e  an engineer responsible f o r  the flood protec-  
tion of a city on a l a rge  r ive r .  You a r e  notified by the r iver  agencies 
upstream that a flood with a maximum discharge of 1.2 i s  going to pass  
your city. You must determine to what height the levees must be raised 
to protect the city. Assuming the width b i s  large enough that the 
depth can be taken as  equal to the hydraulic radius, Manning's equation 
(eq. 1, 15) may be written as  
This equation cannot be solved for d until n i s  known. ~4.s will be 
seen in section 8 . 3 ,  this roughness can vary by a factor of four o r  more. 
Without some knowledge of n for the r iver,  or  some analytical 
technique to predict it ,  the depth of the r iver at the anticipated discharge 
cannot be predicted. This same problem ar i ses  in designing channel 
sections in alluvial material. 
8. 2 .  Example of Variable Roughness; Laboratory Data. - Fig. 8. 1 
shows the results of a set  of laboratory experiments which were per-  
formed in a laboratory flume 10 - 1/2 inches wide and 40 f t  long. Each 
point represents a different flow condition. The depth i s  the same for 
all  p~oints (d = 0. 241 ft) but the velocity i s  different for each. The bed 
form accompanying each flow is identified by the shading of the point as 
explained in the legend. The sand has a median diameter of 0.152 mm. 
The slope of the flume i s  variable so  that uniform flow could be 
achieved for each velocity. 
The experiments were performed by selecting a velocity and 
then adjusting the flume slope until uniform flow was achieved. The 
slopes of the flume and energy gradient were then identical. This slope 
for each flow i s  shown in the top graph. The second and third 
graphs show the bed shear velocity U* and the bed friction factor 
b 
fb. These quantitites a r e  the same as  the shear velotcity and 
friction factor defined and discussed in section 1.9 and 1.7 except 
that a mathematical procedure has been applied to the values f 
and u* computed from the measured depth, velocity and slope to 
eliminate the effects of the smooth walls of the flume. Thus U* 
b 
and. fb a r e  the values which would exist if the same flow were in 
an infinitely wide channel. The data shown in  fig. 8. 1 a r e  valid 
only for the stated depth, sand, and flume and a re  -- not generally 
F i g .  8. 1. Variation of slope, s ,  bed friction factor,  fb,  and 
bed shear velocity, u * ~ ,  for  laboratory experiments in a 
10.5-inch wide flume. 
appdicable. These experiments have been discussed in detail by Vanoni 
and Brooks (ref.  8.1). 
The bed friction factor i s  seen to decrease with increasing velocity 
in the dune ar,d sand wave regimes and achieve a nearly constant value 
in the f lat  bed regime. Thus i t  appears that a t  this depth the bed con- 
figurlation with the greatest  roughness i s  the dune pattern which occur s 
at  low velocity. As the velocity i s  increased the dune pattern changes 
to reduce the roughness and friction factor. Finally a t  higher velocities 
the bed becomes flat and the bed roughness i s  the irreducible minimum. 
As the velocity increases the concentration of sediment in the 
fluid also increases (data not shown Ihere) and this also reduces the 
friction factor a s  was discussed in  section 2 .  2. However, this effect i s  
s m d 1  compared to the change i n  roughness due to the change in bed 
form. 
The importznt point to note i s  that for flow over a flat bed, the 
friction factor i s  only about one-eighth that for  flow aiver the roughest 
dune bed. Thus the channel roughness is - not constant a s  implied or 
stated in  many texts. 
This change in friction factor has a marked effect on the relation 
between the velocity and slope. Flow formulas such <as Manning's 
(eq. 11.15) and the Darcy-Weisbach (eq. 1.16) indicatle that for  each 
depth and slope there i s  one and only one velocity if the friction factor 
i s  constant. However fo r  the flows in the laboratory flume under 
discussion, the graph of slope versus velocity indicates that for  some 
slopes, two and possibly more  velocities were possible. For  example, 
at  a slope of 0 .0024,  flows with velocities of 0.91 ft/sec and 1.38 f t /sec 
were studied. The fitted curve indicates that a flow with a velocity of 
2.14 €t/sec might have also been possible with the same slope. The 
sediment discharges fo r  the two flows studied a t  this slope were 0 .59 
lb/rnin and 3. 8 lb/min fo r  the low velocity and high vrelocity flow, 
respectively. This multiplicity of velocity with respect  to slope i s  
caused by the decrease of the friction factor which accompanies increas-  
ing velocity which in turn i s  brought about primari ly lby changes in the 
bed configuration. The details of the processes involved in this 
change in friction factor a re  not understood well enough to be predicted 
or  described analytically. In fact, the phenomenon has received attention 
in the literature only -in the las t  few years. 
8. 3 .  Example of Variable Roughness; Field Data. There i s  ample evi- 
dence: to prove that the variable roughness phenomenon discussed in 
section 8 .2  i s  not just a laboratory curiosity but exists in natural s treams 
also, Fig. 8. 2 (taken from ref. 8.1) shows data from the Rio Grande 
River near Bernalillo, New Mexico taken in 1952. The data were taken 
during the passage of the spring flood and extends from April 25 to 
July 24. Section F i s  located approximately 1 -1/2 miles downstream 
from section A-2 and the river i s  much wider at this location. The 
slope,friction factor, and Dg5 (65% of the bed material i s  finer than this 
value) a r e  shown for each pomt. The r iver is very wide so  the hydraulic 
radius can be taken a s  equal to the depth. The sediment discharge (data 
not given here) generally increased with the unit discharge q but was 
not uniquely related to it. The sediment discharge was generally higher 
for  a given value of q on the rising stage than on the falling stage. 
From the data given in fig. 8. 2 i t  is seen that the friction factor at  
section A-2 varied by a factor of over three and a t  section F by a factor 
of six. These variations a r e  much too large to be accounted for by the 
relatively small changes in the size of the bed material which occurred. 
Fig. 8. 2 shows the same trend of friction factor as  the laboratory data 
discussed in section 8 . 2 .  The friction factor generally decreases with 
increasing unit discharge (velocity) and increases with decreasing unit 
discharge. However, as shown in table 8. 1 the friction factor i s  not 
uniquely related t~ the unit discharge but apparently depends also on the 
sediment discharge. 
Thus slight differences in unit discharge can be: accompanied by 
relatively large changes in the friction factor, the smaller friction 
factor accompanying the larger  sediment discharges. These observations 
lend strength to the conjecture put forth in section 2.5 that the roughness 
of the channel adjusts so that the imposed discharge i ~ n d  sediment load 
ma.y 'be accomodated. 
The variability of roughness and i ts  non-uniqueness with respect 
Rio Gronde River at Bernalillo, N. Mex.. 1952 
q, D ischarge per  F o o t  Width, c f s / f t  
Fig .  8. 2. Variation of hydraulic radius ,  slope, f r ic t ion 
fac tor ,  and bed ma te r i a l  s ize  with changing discharge for 
Rio Grande River at  Bernali l lo,  New Mexico, April-July 
1952.  
Table 8. 1 
Data for  the Rio Grande River at Bernalillo, New Mexico 
Unit 
Discharge 
q 
Section Date cfs/ft 
A-2 April 25 10.4 
June26  10.4 
F April 25 4.41 
July 24  . 3.49 
. Suspended 
Hydraulic Total Frict ion Load 
Radius Discharge Velocity FactorDischarge 
r =d Q U f 
to  discharge i s  probably responsible for  discontinuous rating curves 
observed on many r ivers .  On these r ive r s  the discharge cannot be 
determined from the stage since over a certain range of stage there 
arle different stages which will correspond to the same discharge at 
different times. The data f rom the Rio Grande givein in table 8.1 
indicate that i t  might have such a rating curve. At station A-2 for 
nearly identical discharges the depths on different disys were 2.49 ft 
and 2. 75 ft. Bruce Colby (ref. 8. 2) has described iin detail his obser-  
vations and measurement of such s t reams.  He too attributes the 
discontinuity to roughness changes. 
8.4. Estimating Channel Roughness. The roughnes ls of an alluvial 
ch(anne1 (or  the friction factor of the flow) may be determined by a 
procedure proposed by Einstein and Barbarossa (ref. 8 . 3 )  once the 
discharge, bed material  properties,  channel geometry, and slope are 
known. Data from natural s t reams were used to determine the relation- 
ship between the derived dimensionless quantities. However, the 
de:ri.vation of some of the quantities which enter into the analysis i s  
rtith'er involved and the physical significance of these quantities i s  some - 
what obscure. By this procedure i t  is possible to construct a depth- 
discharge curve (rating curve) for  a s t ream when the quantities 
mentioned above a r e  known. F o r  some s t reams  the predicted depth- 
discharge relations a r e  fairly accurate,  but in other instances, the 
pnocedure will yield a relation which i s  not nearly accurate enough for  
engineering application. The big difficulty i s  that there is no way to 
determine beforehand if the procedure will yield the required accuracy. 
The resul ts  of calculations usirtg this procedure shoiuld be viewed with 
this in mind. (See Fig. 7. 1, 7. 2 and 7.3.) 
Because methods of calculations a r e  imperfect the engineer is 
forced to rely on his experience and judgment o r  on empirical approach- 
e s  such a s  regime theory (see  Chapter 10) in estimating the roughness 
of a s t ream for  which no measured values a r e  available. However if 
such data a r e  available for the s t ream for conditions comparable to 
those for  which the friction factor i s  desired,  this data should be used 
i n  preference to  values computed f rom the Einstein- Earbarossa  
method. 
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Problem: - 
8. 1 Calculate Mannings n (eq. 1. 15) and the Darcy-Weisbach f 
(eq. 1.16) from the laboratory data obtained for flows with the following 
bed configurations: 
1) Flat  bed with incipient sediment motion. 
2 )  Dune covered bed. 
3) Flat  bed with high sediment t ransport  rate. 
CHAPTER 9 - PRINCIFLES OF CHA.NNEL STABILI'TY 
9 .  1 .  Introduction. A brief description of general ideas on alluvial 
--- 
channel stability will be presented in this chapter. No attempt i s  made 
to provide all working tools because they a r e  available in detail in  other 
publications. (See reference l is t  a t  end of chapter, especially 9. 1, 9. 2 
and 9. 3 . )  Discussion of regime theory and similar  ernpirical relations 
is - deferred to Chapter 10. 
9.  2. Definition of Stable Channel. A stable channel in alluvial material 
i s  one in  which scour of banks and changes in alignment do not occur, 
and deposition or  scour at the bed, if  i t  occurs,  i s  nolt objectionable. 
This definition allows some changes in bed during short periods of time, 
provided that over a period of years  there i s  general equilibrium of the 
bed. 
9 .3 .  Basic Requirements. 
(a) Overall. A stable channel must convey both the water and sediment 
discharges which a r e  delivered into it .  In the long run, r ive r s  a r e  self- 
adjusting in this regard,  a s  the general shape of a valley landscape i s  
generally such that the water and sediment t ransport  <are roughly in 
balance in each channel. Any gross  unbalance would be quickly reflected 
in aggradation o r  degradation. A s t ream in this kind of balance i s  
called a graded stream (ref .  9 ,  8). 
(b) Local. Overall balance between water flow and sediment load i s  
-
necessary, but not sufficient, as there may be local scour at one point 
and deposition a t  another. On a meandering natural s tream the outside 
bank of a s t ream is eroded by locally high velocities near the bank, at 
the same time deposition on bars  occurs ar the inside bank. Even graded 
s t reams  may thus be unstable in this regard and require artificial bank 
protection (revetments o r  groins). Canals must be laiid out with 
suitable width-depth ratios and side -slopes to avoid serious bank erosion. 
9 .4 .  Stream Variables for  Overall Stability. F i r s t  czonsider the 
pro'blem of overall balance without regard to local erosion which will 
be discussed in a later  section. 
F o r  canals o r  s t r e a m s  transporting very l i t t le o r  no sediment 
(except wash load), the computed shea r  s t r e s s  on the bed should be l e s s  
than the cr i t ical  shear  f o r  the bed mater ia l  ( see  Chapter 4). This so-  
called analysis by "limiting t ract ive force"  ( ref .  9. 3) is prefer red  to 
analysis by "limiting velocity" ( ref .  9 .9)  because the limiting velocity 
var ies  considerably with the s i ze  of the channel. Scour of the banks i s  
a special  problem considered in sections 9. 8 and 9.9 below. 
As shown in  fig. 9. 1, Lane (ref .  9. 3) suggests values of limiting 
t ract ive force ( i ,  e .  bed shea r  s t r e s s )  which a r e  considerably grea ter  
than. c r i t ica l  shear  values a s  computed by Shields o r  White for  sand and 
fine gravel.  F o r  example for  1. 0-mm bed mater ia l  in a canal carrying 
c l ea r  water,  Lane suggests T~~~ 2 = 190 g r /m , whereas Shields 'curve 
2 yields .rc = 57 gr /m . In the w r i t e r ' s  opinion this discrepancy i s  due to 
presence  of bed fea tures  such a s  ripples and dunes a t  near-cr i t ical  
condi1:ions in  contrast  to flat  beds used in  Shieldsf and White's experi-  
ments.  Thus fo r  design Lane's values a r e  probably more  reasonable 
than White's o r  Shields'. However, i t  should be noted that Lane obtained 
his values, not by d i rec t  observations,  but by calculating backward f rom 
various published recommendations fo r  limiting velocity. 
Fig.  9. 1 f rom Lane a lso  shows a var iety of recommendations f rom 
different sources  for  different conditions. The diversity of curves  gives 
an indication of the la rge  margin  of e r r o r  possible i n  analysis of stable 
channels . 
When the bed-mater ial  load i s  appreciable the problem becomes 
more  complicated. The hydraulic charac ter i s t ics  of the channel must  
provide a t ranspor t  capacity commensurate  with the sediment load 
supplied to the s t r eam.  But since we have seen  in  Chlapter 8 that channel 
roughness i s  intimately related to  t ranspor t  of sediment, the hydraulic 
charac ter i s t ics  cannot be taken a s  fixed o r  known quantities which may 
be direct ly  applied in sediment t ranspor t  calculations. There is what 
might be called feedback, because i t  is the sediment -carrying require  - 
merit that may f i x  the s t r eam hydraulics for  given discharge instead of 
vice versa .  At the present  t ime,  this whole problem i s  not thoroughly 
understood, and the designer may find himself in a s  much of a quankiary 
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Fig .  9.  1 Recommended limiting tractive forces ( o r  
shear  s t r e s ses )  fo r  canals (after Lane, 
ref.  9. 3, p. 1253). 
a s  the researcher!  
To understand the relationships i t  i s  helpful to consider even the 
sim~plest possible case:  a straight channel to be built in uniform non- 
cohesive alluvium. The major variables a r e  a s  follo-ws: 
S = slope 
d = mean depth (assume -.. hydr. radius a s  in  wide channel) 
w = width of channel 
V = mean velocity 
Q = discharge 
Q = sediment discharge 
S 
f = friction factor 
D = mean sediment size. 
Neglected a r e  variables such a s  the shape of c ro s s  section, water 
temperature and viscosity, geometric standard deviation of sediment, 
shape factor and fall  velocity of sediment, wash-load concentration, flow- 
duration curve, hydrograph characteris t ics ,  s t ream curvature, etc. 
Although obviously pertinent, there i s  no way of hancllizg them anal yti - 
cally by present methods. Nevertheless, the idealized problem i s  sti l l  
instructive. 
There a r e  eight variables above satisfying five equations or 
functional relationships a s  follows : 
Continuity: 
Q = Vwd 
Flow equation, defining f or n: 
Equation for  f o r  n: 
f o r  n = function of other variables ( 9 . 3 )  
(such a s  in Einstein-Barbarossa analysis, Ch. 8) 
Sediment transport equation: 
Qs = function of hydraulic variables (9.4) 
( such a s  bed-load formulas in Chapters 6 and 7) 
Relation of width to depth: 
W = 
d function of other variables ( 9 -  5) 
For  the las t  equation, there i s  no general theory (although a later  section 
will discuss scour of banks); one must rely on observations summarized 
empirically a s  in regime theory, o r  by Leopold and Maddock (see 
Chapter 10). Sediment transport equations a r e  almost universally for 
two-dimensional flow (i. e. per  unit of width), 
9 . 5 .  Solution of Equations for Overall Stability. With the five relations, 
eqs. 9. 1 to 9.5,  only three variables may be conside:red independent, and 
five must be dependent. The designer in  his analysis can specify three 
variables such a s  D,  Q and S; o r  perhaps D, Q and as. In this way 
we arr ive  at the paradox of which vaxiables a r e  reall7y independent; 
-
basically probably none are .  For instance, geologically speaking grain 
-
size i s  certainly dependent on watershed characteris t ics ,  including 
hydraulic ones. 
The problem of whether a variable i s  independent o r  dependent i s  
not just an academic question, because for some choices of independent 
variables (such as D, d,  S) there i s  more  than one solution, or  perhaps 
none a t  all for the remaining variables. This fact is indicated by 1abora.- 
tory results a s  well a s  field datal, but in transport and roughness equations 
i t  i s  usually obscured in the "generous1' scat ter  of points (refs .  9. 12, 
9. 13). It i s  likely, fo r  example, that the sediment-rating curve and 
flow-rating curves a r e  not unique for some s t reams with rapidly 
changing channel roughness; in these cases  the "curves" may be "bandso' 
of some considerable width, with scat ter  of points not being due to 
observational e r r o r s  but to rea l  variations, Fo r  further discussion see 
Chapter 8, 
A concrete suggestion for  the designer i s  to seek from the various 
equations, by tr ial  -and-error if necessary, combinations of variables 
which seem consistent and reasonable considering the whole range of 
natural flows. Several different approaches should be tried and com- 
pared. It i s  necessary to depend heavily on experience, and in case 
computed results a r e  at  variance with field experienc~es, the equations 
shoiald probably be considered less  reliable than the field observations. 
Unfortunately, a t  the present state of knowledge of mechanics of 
transport,  channel stability problems involving overall transport 
-- 
relations cannot be solved with high confidence without confirmation by 
various empirical formulas based on observations of existing streams 
and canals (regime theory, etc. , described in Chapter 10). 
9.6.  Continuity Principle for Sediment. Departures from overall 
stability may be considered a s  storage or  depletion of' sediment in a 
given reach, i. e ,  , non-uniform flow of sediment in th.e ch.anne1. If the 
reach has an equilibrium sediment discharge of C. and the actual 
se  
sediment discharge entering the reach i s  Qs, the stream will t ry  to 
adjust Qs to Qse. Both the actual rate of transport QS and the equi- 
librium rate Qse will change, but they will tend to - alpproach each other. 
Thus if aS4- Qse, the stream i s  "starved" and degradation occurs 
to supply the material required for an increase in Qs. At the same time, 
however, the bed may become coarser  or  even armored by depletion of 
finer fractions, and the roughness and the depth will probably increaser 
all these events will tend to reduce Qse in the direction of as. This 
occurs for example downstream from a dam which cults off the normal 
flowr of sediment. 
Conversely, when Gs > Qse, sediment i s  stored in the reach, 
causing aggradation, a s  upstream from a reservoir  where dse i s  
decreased in the backwater zone,, 
There a r e  many examples of r iver  engineering problems caused by 
non-uniform sediment transport. They may be roughly categorized as  
follows : 
(Deposition) 
1. Aggradation upstream from a reservoir .  
2. Sedimentation in reservoirs  and lakes. 
3. Tributary channel bringing heavy sediment load to main channel, 
causing local aggradation. 
4. Canyon s t reams  discharging on alluvial fans, causing wide- 
spread deposition (as  in  Los Angeles area) .  
5. Desilting works a t  water intakes returning all sediment load to 
main channel in which flow of water i s  depleted (e. g. Imperial 
Dam). 
6. River regulation eliminates fioods .which former ly  periodical1 y 
cleared channel of accumulated sediment and vegetation f e. g. 
Colorado River a t  Needles). 
as< Qse (Scour) 
1. Degradation downstream from dams. 
2 .  Canals in too fine material  carrying c lear  water. 
3 .  Realigned channels, with increased slope. 
9 . 7 .  Bank Stability. Attention will now be directed to problems of local. 
stability. These a r e  situations where local erosion may occur, although 
the total transport in the channel i s  in general equilib'rium. Material 
may be eroded from unstable banks but deposited on the bed, thus 
effecting a chanzz in c ro s s  section or alignment. 
Chan.ne1 banks m a y  be damaged basically in two1 ways: (1) direct 
removal of material  a t  the surface by scour;  and (2)  i.nterna1 shear 
failures resulting in sudden caving, sliding, o r  sloug'hing of large bodies 
of earth. Such shear  failures may be caused by surface erosion at the 
toe of slope, general bed degradation, excessive saturation of bank a t  
low water,  slope angle being tool steep, o r  earthquake. 
When examining damaged banks in the field it i s  necessary to make 
the distinction between scour and shear  failure, for the treatment i s  
different. If scour is the problem then protective measures  such a s  
gralins, revetments or  vegetation cover a r e  needed to keep flow with 
scouring velocity safely away f rom the bank material. (ref.  9.4). On the 
other hand, if sliding i s  the problem, the embankment slope should be 
redluced, o r  an intermediate berm might be provided to increase 
stability; o r  the soil can be compacted to improve shear strength; o r  
drainage can be improved to reduce seepage pressures following rapid 
dra.wdown (i. e ,  revetments should be pervious). Methods of soil 
mechanics, not reviewed here, a r e  utilized for evaulating stability of 
slopes against internal slips. 
The discussion which follows is concerned only with the surface 
scour aspect of bank stability. Of necessity i t  is also limited to cohesion- 
less  materials,  a s  only empirical information is  available on scour of 
cohesive banks (see Chapter 10). 
9.8. Critical Shear Stress on Sloping Banks. When particles a r e  
resting on a slope, it  takes less  shear to dislodge them, inasmuch a s  
there is a downhill component of the weight of the grain. In fact when 
the slope of a sand or  gravel pile rea.ches 0 ,  the angle of repose, the 
gravity force alone on each particle is sufficient to send it  tumbling down 
the slope. Clearly then to provide substantial particle resistance to the 
flowing water, the side slope b must be l ess  than the angle of repose. 
E. VT. Lane (refs.  9. I ,  9.3) has presented an ingenious analysis 
of critical shear on side slopes, using the factor K, which i s  defined 
for a given grain size a s  
T on side slope 
K = C 
-cc on flat bed . 
By analysis of forces on the particles, Lane and others (refs.  9.1, 9. 3) 
show that ,____-. ._ ..___ 
I 7 3 
tan' 6 K = c o s #  ' 1 -  2 tan 
where # = angle of side slope 
and @ = angle of repose. 
This equation is shown graphically in fig. 9.2. Note that K +ii a s  
# -A4, and K->l a s  $ -0, a s  expected. 
Experimentally determined values of the angle of repose 0 fo r  
various materials a r e  given in fig. 9 .4  from Simons (ref. 9. 1). 6 i s  
seen to be larger for more angular material and O always increases 
9 -9 
gradually with grain size. 
Hence for a given material, the designer estim~a2es 8,  selects 
side slope, reads K from fig. 9.2; then he computes +c for a 
flat bed (see Chapter 4 or fig. 9.1). Finally the prodcct K r c, the 
critical shear for the side slope, i s  compared with actual shear on 
the side walls, to see if any grains will move. But the shear on the 
side walls under given flow conditions i s  not readily :known and must 
be estimated as explained in the next section. 
9.9 Shear Distributien in Channels. There is no really satisfactory 
solution to the problem of determining the variation of shear stress 
arc~und the boundary of an open channel. The only analysis known to 
the writers is by Olsen and Florey (ref. 9.15, also ref. 9. 3, p. 1 241- 
3) using a differential equation which i s  simple enough to be solvable, 
but not proven to represent the given physical prob1e:m. In the 
absence of a more reliable procedure these results (see fig. 9.3) 
may be used, as  the possible e r rors  a re  not so much, a s  in other 
steps of design of stable channels. This figure show;s, for example, 
that as a trapezoidal canal becomes wide, the bottom shear in the 
center where i t  is a maximum approaches 1.00 y dS (as i t  should 
for a two-dimensional channel); and for the maximmi shear on the 
sides, the curves show 0.75 to 0.80 ydS for wide ci~nals (where 
y =: unit weight of water, d = depth, and S = slope]l. 
With the aids in sections 9. 8 and 9.9, one can idso design a 
loose rock revetment, a s  well as  banks in non-cohesive natural 
material. 
9.10 Curves. For a curving channel, there i s  more danger of scour- 
ing the banks because the thread of the current sweeps close to the 
outside bank of a curve. Lane has given some empirical estimates 
on reduction of permissible tractive force to protect curves which 
are: reproduced below in table 9., 1. 
Nevertheless, i t  i s  desirable to make canals and realigned 
river channels with slight curvature to concentrate the main current 
of the river." While special bank protection may be needed on the 
dovmstrearn part of outside curves , the revetment requirements on 
-- 
* Examination of aerial photographs of the natural river will provide 
clues to the maximum radius of curvature at which the stream 
ma.intains a well defined channel. 
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Fig. 9 . 2  Relation K to $ , angle of side slope, and 
9, angle of repose of cohesionless bank 
mater ia l .  (K i s  the rat io  of critica.1 shear  
on a side slope to what i t  would be for the same 
mater ia l  on the bed.) (af ter  Lane, ref.  9. 3, 
p. 1245). 
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Fig. 9 .3  Maxi.mum shear  s t r e s s e s  on s ides  and bottom 
of a channel (af ter  Lane, ref. 9. 3, p. 1241, 
based on solution of approximate idealized 
equations). Note: In this figure w = unit weight; 
y = depth; S = energy slope; b = width. 
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Fig. 9 . 4  Angle of repose of non-cohesive mater ia ls  
(after Simons, ref.  9.1,  p. 25). 
Table 9.1 
Cornparison of Permissible Tractive Forces in Sinuous 
Permissible Values in Straight Canals 
Canals with 
Corresponding 
Relative limiting R,elat;h-lirxliting 
Degree of sinuousity 
- 
tractive force velocity 
Straight canals - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 
Slightly sinuous canals - - 0.90 0 - 9 5  
Moderately sinuous canals 0.75 0.87 
Very sinuous canals - - - 0.60 0.78 
all the rest  of the bank may be completely eliminated,, as i s  often 
found on the Missouri River. 
9.11 Local Scour Due to Structures. Man-made structures may 
cause, localized scour which should be distinguished from general 
degradation due to interruption of the sediment supply. 
(a) Fontractions such as bridge openings. At bridges the flow 
velocity may be increased due to reduced cross -section, causing 
local scour. Especially around bridge piers scour may be pronounced 
due to acceleration of the flow past the nose of the pier, and turbul- 
ence in wake of pier ( see ref. 9.14 and 9.16). 
(b) Energy dissipators. Every spillway and drop structure must be 
equipped with an adequate stilling basin within which to dissipate 
the energy before the turbulent flow is released onto an alluvial bed. 
The design of such structures to avoid scour can be successfully 
accomplished with hydraulic models or  generalized laboratory 
studies (for example, ref. 9-  11). There is extensive literature on 
dissipators, and no attempt i s  made to cover the subject herein. 
Nevertheless, an apparently well-designed stilling basin may 
still fail by being undermined in the process of general channel 
degra~dation wherever the supply of sediment in the stream i s  reduced. 
Thus stilling basins must be built low enough to withstand any 
anticipated degradation. 
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Problem: - 
9 .  1 .PI revetment of loose crushed rock is to be built on the outside of 
a bend on a meandering s t r eam (consider "moderately sinuousf'). 
The following data are  known for  design flow: 
Q = discharge = 380 cfs 
w = average width 40 f t  
d = mean depth = 2 f t  
n = Manning roughness = 0 .025  
Using lane's analysis select  a side slope and m e a n  s i ze  of revetment 
T C I C ~ .  
CHAPTER 10 a- REGIME CF CHANNELS 
10. 1. Introduction. The preceding chapters have presented and 
discussed analytic and semi  -analytic methods for deiermining the 
various quantities needed to design or  analyze an alluvial channel. With 
the possible exception of the equation for predicting the distribution of 
susipiended load (eq. 5. l ) ,  relations have either been inadequate or 
unreliable for general application and have provided the engineer who 
must design or analyze alluvial channels with few usable tools. Another 
approach to the problem i s  to put aside the analytic a.pproach, adopt the 
philosophy that nothing succeeds like success, and then study what 
cor~sltitutes success in alluvial channels. To this endl, numerous studies 
have been conducted of man-made and natural alluvia.1 channels which 
have given satisfactory performance. These studies have attempted to 
find how discharge, velocity, depth, channel shape, water and sediment 
properties, and slope a r e  related in these successful channels and to 
express the relations in a form which can be conveniently used for 
design of other channels. These techniques which use this approach a r e  
referred to a s  regime theories, although, strictly speaking, there i s  
pralctically no theory involved. The results have been presented 
gra~plhically and by equations, but all a r e  derived from plotting data from 
the studied channels in different forms and deducing the necessary 
relations among the different variables. 
Usually three relations a r e  presented: (1) a flow formula of some 
type which gives the required slope; (2) a formula fair channel depth; 
(3) a formula for  channel width. These three quantities a r e  presented 
a s  functions of the discharge and channel material. 
Regime theory had its origin in. India among the early engineers 
who were charged with designing and operating the extensive canal 
systems built by the British. In its early stages i t  was quite unreliable 
since little data was available to base i t  on and the data analysis was 
not complete. As more data have been accumulated and more thorough- 
ly analyzed, regime theory has become more popular and i s  now used in 
different forms quite extensively. It i s  reliable to the extent that the 
canal being designed or  analyzed is similar in compo:sition and operation 
to t:he canals upon which the regime relations being used a r e  based. 
In this chapter, three of the better regime theories will be pre-  
sented. The mechanics of channel adjustment to regime will also be 
discussed in a qualitative way and a specific example will be presented 
to show how a r iver reacts when i ts  regime i s  upset. 
10.2. Definition of Regime. The term "regime1' does not admit to 
concise definition since it  i s  a general concept. Professor Blench (ref. 
10. I[), a proponent of regime theory, defines the term by analogy. 
According to Blench, to declare that a river has acquired a regime is 
comparable in a general sense to stating that a terr i tory has acquired a 
climate. The vagaries of weather from day to day a r e  great and have 
not yielded to exact analysis. Nevertheless, a regime of weather such 
a s  a climate, i s  recognizable, and reasonably definite! laws controlling 
i t  have been discovered. 
A regime-type river is defined as one that has formed a major 
part of every c ross  section from material that has been transported or  
could be transported by the river at some stage of flow. A river is 
said to be "in regime" in a reach if i ts  mean measurable behavior during 
a certain time interval does not differ significantly from its  mean 
measurable behavior during comparable times before or after the given 
interval. In short, a river "in regime" is one in which the different 
variables have achieved a relation to each other such that no objectionab1.e 
scour o r  deposition occurs, and the shape, alignment and slope of the 
channel remain constant. a 
Most regime methods give three equations, a flow formula and two 
equations which relate channel width and depth to the discharge and - 
channel characteristics. Thus the channel slope, width, and depth a r e  
treated as  the dependent variables. 
10.31. Blench's Regime Theory. Professor Blench has probably devoted 
more time and energy to the study and improvement of regime theory 
than any other person. In his recent book (ref. 10.1) he recommends the 
following equations for the design of canals with a small bed load: 
In these equations, 
b = mean channel width; i. e. , width which multiplied by depth 
gives area. 
d . = mean depth of flow measured from the bed of the channel. 
Fb = v2/d = bed factor. 
F = v3/b = side factor. 
S 
The other quantities a r e  a s  previously defined. Blench recommended 
side factors of 0. 1, 0. 2 and 0. 3 for loams of very slight, medium, and 
high cohesiveness, respectively. For  the bed factor he recommended 
where the zero  subscript denotes that this value of Fb i s  applicable for 
cases  of small bed load discharge and ds is the median diameter of the 
bedi material in  mm. This value of Fb applies only if the bed material 
is i n  the sand range. 
For  cases  in which the bed load discharge concentration i s  greater 
tha:n 20 ppm, Blench recommended the following equations: 
where C is the bed load concentration in ppm. In tlhese equations, the 
following values of bed factor a r e  to be used*: 
(i) 
(ii) 
If the velocity i s  subcritical ( see  section 1. 5) 
- Fb - Fbo (1 d-0.012 C)  
where Fbo i s  defined in eq. 10.4. 
If the velocity i s  supercritical 
Fb = 3 2 . 2  + 0.006 (C - Cc) (10. 7) 
where Cc i s  the bed load concentration in ppn? at  critical velocity. 
The same values of Fs arc applicable to both high and low bed Load 
discharge canals. 
These equations a r e  derived mostly from data on canals i n  India, 
rnalst of which have cohesive banks and consequently a r e  not strictly 
applicable to canals which have sand banks. For  this reason these 
equations, and similar regime equations based on Indian data, have not 
been used extensively outside the area  where they we:re developed. 
~ x a m ~ l e * ' :  
The Ft. Morgan I canal west cuf Ft.  Morgan, Colorado, has the 
following channel and operating characteristics: 
Q = 146 cfs. 
ds = 0.318 mm. 
Temperature = 77O F 
p-= o . 97 x 10-5 ft/sec 
C = 200 ppm. 
* Blench erroneously assumed that dunes occur a t  velocities which a r e  
l ess  than critical,  flat bed at  higher velocities. This i s  the basis he 
used for distinguishing between the bed factors for  the two flow conditions. 
** Data taken from ref. 10. 2. 
Bank material: highly cohesive. 
Flow is subcritical 
Since C i s  greater than 20 ppm the large bed load equations must 
be used. From eq. 10.3, 
Using this value in eq. 10.6 yiellds the bed factor 
Fo r  highly cohesive banks, 
Eq!j. 10.1, 10.2and 10.3 then yield d = 3.22ft ,  b = 42.1, and 
S =: 0,00051, respectively. The actual values for the canal a r e  
d =: 3.51 f t ,  b = 30.6 f t  and S = 0.000135, In this case, the Blench 
equations yield a channel which is  too wide and over estimate the 
r oulghne s s . 
10.4, Simons' and Albertson's Regime Method. Recently Simons and 
Albertson (ref. 10. 2) have presented a se t  sf graphs which can be used 
for design or analysis of alluvial channels. Their approach appears 
sup~erior to any that have been presented previously for several reasons. 
F i r s t ,  i t  is based on more data than previous regime methods, and 
these data represent a wide range of types (i. e. cohesive and non- 
cohesive) of bed and bank material,  In presenting thieir recommended 
relations, the different types of bed and banks a r e  distinguished so i t  
i s  possible to select regime relations applicable to the channel in  
question. Second, they give more  information on the shape of the 
channel. Values of the bank slope, mean channel width, and top channel 
width may be derived from their relations. Finally, they present three 
different methods for  estimating the slope and thus give an idea of the 
possible range of slope to be coilsidered. 
The graphical relations used in this method are presented and 
discussed in appendix 10A. 
10.5. Leopold and Maddock's Regime Analysis of Natural Streams. 
Natural s t r eams  would be expected to have a different regime than irri- 
gation canals because of the wide variation of discharge and load they 
experience. Leopold and Maddock (ref. 10.3) analyzed data from 
several  r ive r s  and found that for  most r ive r s  i t  was possible to relate 
the top width w, mean depth d, mean velocity V, and suspended load 
L to discharge Q in the following meaningful relations: 
w = a Q  b ( lo .  8) 
d = c Q  f (10.9) 
Substituting eqs. 10.8, 10.9 and 10. 10 into the continuity equation, 
Q := wdV, yields 
Q = a c k  b+f +m 
from which we conclude 
a c  k = 1 (10.12) 
and. 
b t f t m  = l (10.13) 
Leopold and Maddock studied the r ive r s  from two points of view. 
F i r s t ,  they considered the variation of w, d, V, L 'with Q a t  given 
sections of r ivers .  They found that the variations coluld be expressed 
quite well by equations of exponential form (eqs. 10. 8 through 10. 11), 
and. while the coefficients a ,  c and k were differen.t for  different 
s t reams,  the exponents b, f and rn were fairly constant for all  the 
s t reams  studied. Fo r  the twenty r iver  c ro s s  sections studied, they 
obtained the following average values: 
b = 0.26 
f = 0.40 
m = 0.34. 
-- 
* Actually values of L a r e  the measured loads including the measured 
wash load. 
The exponent j was not found to be so constant, varying from 2.0 to 3.0. 
They then studied the variations of channel geo,metry and suspended 
load along each stream. The discharge of a r iver generally increases in 
a downstream direction due to the inflow of tributary streams. In order 
to compare different sections of a river, i t  i s  necessary to select in a 
special way the discharges for vvhich the comparisons a re  made. 
Leopold and Maddock assumed that the most rational basis for analysis 
was to select discharges a t  each section which were equaled or  exceeded 
the same percent of the time. Stated another way, the comparison was 
made for discharges of the same frequency. For  a given river, the 
constants in eqs. 10.8 through 10. 11 will depend on the frequency of the 
dis'ch~arges elected. They further assumed that the mean annual 
discharges have about the same frequency at all stations. Comparing 
the width, depth, velocity and suspended load of different stations along 
the study rivers at the mean annual discharge, they found that the f i t  of 
the measured data to the exponential relations was quite good for each 
stream and the exponents were again quite constant. The average values 
* 
they obtained were about b = 0.5, f = 0.4 and m = 0.1 . Due to 
insufficient data on suspended load, they were unable to obtain a signifi- 
cant number of values of the exponent j to estimate i ts  value or deter- 
mine if i t  is constant. From the limited data available and some 
qua.li,tative physical arguments, they concluded that klne suspended load 
increases in a downstream direction less  rapidly than the discharge and 
therefore j i s  less  than unity. 
Eqs. 10.8 through 10. 11 describe a set  of curves for each station 
on (a r iver and for each discharge of a different frequency along a river. 
These curves a r e  called the hydraulic geometry of the stream. Using 
the hydraulic geometry of the s t reams which they studied and some other 
measured quantities (such as  slope) from these streams, Leopold and 
Maldd.ock reached the following conclusions about natural streams: 
-- 
* Note that if the Blench regime eqs. 10.1 and 10.2 were written in 
exponential form, the values of b and f would be b = 0.5 and f = 0.33. 
Thus the regime equations specifying channel geometry a r e  similar to 
Leopold and Maddock's relations governing variations along a river. By 
manipulating the equations, i t  can be shown that the exponent in the 
velocity equation, m, is not the same as  that given by Blench's flow 
equation. 
1) The mean velocity of a stream increases in the downstream 
direction. This i s  apparent from eq. 10. 10 since rn i s  greater 
than zero. 
2) The concentration of suspended sediment decreases in the 
downstream direction along a stream. This i s  due to the 
increase of suspended load in the downstream direction being 
less  than the increase in discharge. 
3) A wide river with a particular velocity carr ies  a smaller 
suspended load than a narrow river having the same velocity 
and discharge. 
4) For  a given width and a given discharge, an increase in 
suspended load requires an increase in velocity and a decrease 
in depth. 
5)* At constant discharge, an increased velocity at constant 
width i s  associated with an, increase of suspended load and 
bed load. 
t 6 )  At constant velocity and discharge an increase in width 
is associated with a decrease of suspended load and an 
increase of bed load. 
7) The roughness of a stream i s  nearly constant along the 
stream for discharges of the same frequency. 
8) In r ivers whose beds a r e  composed of sand, significance of 
changes in slope (such as  might occur during the passage of 
a flood) a r e  very small compared to the significance of changes 
in roughness which take place. 
Their analysis also led them to the conclusion that changes in channel 
geometry and velocity and the relation between them a r e  due to varia- 
tions in the discharge and the sediment load and hence these latter 
-
quantities a r e  the independent variables for a stream. 
10.6. Example of Disturbed Regime. It was . Leopold and Maddock's 
thesis that the relation between discharge and the other variables is  
-- 
* C;onclusions 5 and 6 a r e  based primarily on Gilbert's flume data (ref. 
10.4), but appear to be valid for natural s treams also. 
brought about by a long term adjustment of the channel geometry and 
slope to the discharge and load that the stream must c:arry .  Man's span 
on earth has been too short on the geologic time scale to obtain quanti- 
tative information on the development and form ation of rivers. However, 
we do have information on how r ivers  react when their discharge and/or 
'toad is altered and i t s  regime i s  upset. Such an exam~ple will be 
discussed here. 
Pf te r thec losureofHoove~:Dam,  the resultinglake ac tedas  a 
gigantic settling tank and essentially clear water was released from the 
reservoir.  Thus the stream was deprived of i t s  load and its regime was 
upset. The progressive changes which occurred in the river channel a t  
Yurrra, Arizona, which i s  about 350 miles down stream^ from Hoover Dam 
a r e  shown in fig. 10.1. The annual discharge and sediment load a r e  
also shown. 
From fig. 10.1 i t  i s  seen that the annual suspended load decreased 
from an average of nearly 150 million tons to l ess  than 25 million tons. 
The water discharge fluctuated depending on the releases from the dam 
and the inflow of the tributaries below the dam. In the period shown 
there was no large consistent sustained decrease in th.e discharge 
following closure of the dam. The decrease in load caused the channel 
to degrade markedly and the depth to increase, Despite a decrease in 
width, the velocity decreased considerably. Since the slope was 
esseatially unchanged and the depth increased, the reduced velocity 
reflects a change in  the roughness which was observed to increase by a 
factor of about three. It  i s  doubtful that this increase was caused directly 
by the increased size of the bed material. More likely i t  was due to 
changes in the bed form and the decrease in the suspended load. Thus 
with the dam closure and reduction of load, the r iver  (altered i t s  regime 
to accornodate about the same discharge, but a much smaller load. 
10.7'. River Channel Patterns. Natural s treams a r e  classified a s  
braided, meandering, or  straight according to their gieometry in plan 
view, a s  when viewed from an airplane. Each of these patterns i s  part 
of the regime of the stream for the conditions under which it exists. The 
different channel patterns and the factors associated with each will be 
briefly discussed here. For a more complete treatment the reader is  
referred to ref. 10.5. 
A straight channel i s  a very uncommon occurrence in nature. 
Indeed, reaches which a r e  straight :€or distances greater  than ten times 
the channel width a r e  rare .  Even in reaches of r ivers which appear 
straight the c ross  section i s  by no means uniform and the thalweg (line 
of maximum depth) wanders back and forth across the stream. Another 
characteristic of straight (also meandering) natural channels i s  the 
occurrence of short portions of shallow cross  section (riffles) which 
separate longer portions in which the c ross  section is significantly 
deeper (pools). Thus a straight channel implies neither a uniform cross  
section nor a straight thalweg. 
In fig. 10.2, Cottonwood Creek above station 1500 has a typical 
meander pattern. Pools an6 riffles which a r e  always found in straight 
channels a r e  also characteristic of meandering channels and thus the 
straight pattern can be considered as  a special case of the meander 
pattern in which the amplitudes of the meander loops a r e  very small. 
Riffles a r e  commonly found at the points of inflection (reversal  of 
curvature) in meanders while pools a r e  found at the points of greatest 
curvature (bends). This i s  not always the case, as can be seen in fig. 
10,. 2. Leopold and Wolman (ref. 10.5) found that the distance between 
riffles in a straight channel equals the straight line distance between 
successive points of inflection in the wave pattern of a meandering 
r iver of the same width. They also found that the wave length of the 
meanders (which i s  twice the distance between riffles) is related to the 
bank-full width w by 
A= 6.5 w 1.1 (10 .  14) 
where i s  the meander wave lengtk where), and w a r e  in feet. 
No satisfactory explanation has been given for either the how or 
why of meander formation. Leopold and Maddock's findings indicate 
that i t  i s  related to the formation of riffles. Taylor (ref. 10.6) has 
shown that the analytic models whiclh have been proposed to explain 
meandering a r e  insufficient. 
The braided pattern is characterized by channel division around 
alluvial islands. In fig. 10, 2, Cottonwood Creek in the vicinity of 
sta~tion 2000 has a typical braided pattern. The growth of the islands 
apparently begins with the deposition of a central bar which is composed 
of the coarser  fraction of the bed material. As the bar moves down- 
stream i t  becomes larger forcing the water into the flanking channels 
ivhich deepen and grow laterally. Eventually the deepening channels 
lower the water surface until an island emerges and becomes stabilized. 
by vegetation. Thus the braiding of s t reams is related to the problem 
of 'bar deposition which i s  not understood except in a very general quali- 
tativ~e way. Braided reaches of a channel a r e  usually steeper (see fig. 
10.2) wider, and shallower than undivided reaches carrying the same 
flow. 
Fig .  10 .1  P r o g r e s s i v e  changes of Co lo rado  R i v e r  at 
Yuma, Ar izona  resu l t ing  f r o m  cons t ruc t ion  
of engineer ing  works  u p s t r e a m .  ( F r o m  
Leopold and Maddock, U. S. G. S. P r o f .  
-per  2 5 2 ,  F i g .  28).  
From planetable map by Leopald and Wdman, Aug. 11. ,953 
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Fig. 1 0 . 2  Plan and profile of Cottonwood Creek near  
Daniel, Wyo. In this reach the r iver  changes 
i t s  pattern f rom meandering to braided. 
( F r o m  Leopold and Wolman, U. S. G. S. 
Prof .  Paper  2 8 2 - 3 ,  Fig.  43). 
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Problem : - 
1 0 .  1 The Ft. lMorgan Canal west of Ft. Morgan, C~olorado has the 
following channel and operating character is t ics:  
Q = 146 cfs 
d = 0 . 3 1 8  rnm 
s 
Temperature = 7 7 * ~  
= 0.97 x 1 om5 ft2/sec 
Banks axe cohesive. 
U s i n g  the curves of Simons and Albertson (ref .  10.2) determine the 
channel depth, width, top width, and the slope. Use e a c h  of their 
three different approaches for  determining the slopes to be considered. 
Co.mpare the resul ts  obtained by this method with those predicted by 
"the Blench regime equations, and with the actual channel properties 
given in  section 10. 2 .  
Notes on the Simons -klbertson Regime ~ e l a t i o n s *  
P 1 Introduction. 
- 
The results of thoroughgoing study of the available techniques for  
designing channels in alluvial materials,  and of the d.ata upon which these 
techniques a r e  based have recently been published by D, B. Simons and 
M. L. Albertson. These authors have developed regime -type graphical 
relations between the channel and flow parameters w:hich can be used to 
design alluvial channels. Their approach appears su.perior to other 
regime techniques that have been presented because it  i s  based on more 
data, reflects more thorough analysis of the data, dijfferentiates between 
different bed and bank materials,  and gives three methods for estimating 
slope to give some concept of the range of slope to be considered. 
These graphs and their use a r e  presented and briefly discussed in this 
paper. 
1 9 A  ,2. Data analyzed. 
- 
The data upon which the recommended design relations a re  based 
were taken from straight, stable reaches of canals in which no objection- 
able scour or deposition had been observed. The groups of data a r e  
summarized in table 1. The mean size of the bed material varied from 
about 0 .1  mm to over 7 . 5  mm. 
1 2 A . 3 .  Desinn of channels. 
Before treating the details of canal design, two prime requisites 
should be mentioned. F i r s t ,  the Froude number should be less  than 9 . 3  
to prevent wave erosion of the banks. Second, the sediment discharge 
concentration should be less  than 500 ppm since the high velocities 
required to transport greater concentration make sta-bility difficult to 
obtain. 
The Simons-Albertson relations for  designing stable channels a r e  
-- 
The information and figures contained herein a r e  taken from "Uniform 
Water Conveyance Channels in Alluvial Material" by Daryl B. Simons 
and Maurice 'L. Albertson, Proc.  of the A. S. C.  E. , J.  of the Hyd. Div. , 
vol. 86, no. HY 5, May 1960, pp. 33-71. 
Table 1 
Surrimary of Groups of Canal Data Used in Simons- Albertson Regime 
Analysis 
Location No. of Discharge sl opf Avg. Sed. 
of Reaches cfs x 10 Disch. Conc. 
Canals 
- 
Studied min max min max ppm - 
SanLuis Valley, 15 17 4500 0.79 9.7 - - 
Colorado 
Pun j ab . f ndia 42 5 9000 0.12 0.34 235 
Sinci, India 28 311 9057 0.059 0.100 156 to 3590 
Imperial Valley, 4 - - - - - - - - 2500 to 8000 
Galif ornia 
Misc. Data 24 43 1039 0.058 0. 387 - - 
shown in figs. 1 through 9. Channel design proceeds in the following 
steps , 
For the design discharge select from fig. 1 the wetted perimeter 
appropriate to the bed and bank materials. Note that curves 
B and E a r e  both for canals with a sand bed and cohesive 
banks, but curve E is based on data from the Imperial Valley 
Canals which car ry  very large sediment loads;therefore, curve 
E should be used only for canals which must ca r ry  comparable 
loads. 
Fig. 2 can be used to estimate the mean channel width, and the 
top channel width can be estimated from fig. 3. These values 
will give an estimate of the side slope to be used. 
For the discharge, select from fig, 4 the hydraulic radius for 
the bed and bank materials of the channel. The channel area, 
A, can now be computed, 
A = PIX 
and the mean velocity, V, determined, 
v = a/n. 
From fig. 5, the average bed depth can now be estimated. This 
is the average depth above the - bed (not the banks) of the channel. 
The detailed dimensions of the channel can not be determined. 
Usually a trapezoidal channeL shape i s  used. The values of 
hydraulic radius and wetted perimeter determined from fig. 1 
and fig. 4 must be retained. The values of bed depth, average 
width, and top width can be adjusted as  required to maintain these 
values of hydraulic radius and wetted perimeter. If the bank 
material i s  non-cohesive, the side slope must not exceed the 
values of angle of repose given in fig. 6 .  It i s  good practice to 
0 
use a value of side slope which i s  5 to 10' less  than the 
indicated angle of repose. 
e) Using the calculated velocity, determine R'S from fig.  7 for 
the appropriate bed and bank materials.  Since R is known, S 
can be computed. 
Using the values of ve1oc:ity and width determined previously, 
2 determine the value of V /gD S from fig. 8 for the appropriate 
bed and bank materials. The slope can then be computed . 
For  mean size of the bed material and the bed and bank materials 
of the channel being designed, determine the critical tractive 
force from fig. 9. From the cxitical tractive force, the slope 
can be computed. 
The designer must now invoke his engineering judgement, guided 
by the slopes determined in steps e, f and g to ar r ive  a t  the 
design slope. 
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Fig.  1 Variation of wetted per imeter  with discharge 
fo.r regime channels. 
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Fig.  2 Variation of average width with wetted per imeter  
for regime channels. 
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Fig.  3 Variation of top width with average width f o r  
regime channels. 
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Fig .  4 Variation of hydraulic radius with discharge for 
reg ime channels. 
Fig. 5 Variation of average bed depth with hydraulic 
radius for  regime channels. 
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Fig .  6 Angle of repose for non-cohesive materials.  
2 Fig. 7 Variation of mean velocity with R S for 
regime channels. (Lacey type slope relation. ) 
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v2 Fig. 8 Variation of --- V W  with -9 far regime channels. n D S  
(Blench-King iype slope relation. ) 
Fig. 9 Variation of tractive force with mean size of bed 
material  for regime channel. (Tractive- force 
type slope relation. ) 
